
Chapter 4
Key Technologies of Sovereignty
Network

In order to realize all functions of the sovereignty network while guarantee the
security at the same time, what key technologies should be used in the architecture?
This chapter will elaborate on the key technologies of the sovereignty network.

Sovereignty network is mainly composed by a traceable data signing and
acceptance mechanism and combined with the MIN protocol architecture. A variety
of innovations were proposed and integrated into the Multi-identifier Router
(MIR) as the core device of MIN, and the construction is carried out around
supporting multi-identifier coexistence, co-governance, endogenous security, as
well as supporting network evolution.

On the data plane of sovereignty network, in order to support the operation of
identity centric network, we proposed the data transmission scheme and designed
the user access process based on identity centric network, which are described in
Sect. 4.1. In order to meet the needs of various communication scenarios, we
proposed and realize the inter-translation scheme supporting multiple identifiers
coexisting equally in MIN. Then to guarantee endogenous evolution ability of MIN,
we designed an identifier extension mechanism that allows the gradual extension of
MIN identifiers. Details are presented in Sect. 4.10. In general, the above new
identifiers are much longer than IP address, so the inter-translation and addressing
process of multi-identifier will face great pressure in computing and storage. To this
end, we proposed a hash table with prefix tree algorithm HPT, accelerating the
backtracking process of FIB query algorithm and effectively improving the effi-
ciency of multi-identifier translation and addressing. HPT-FIB has a significant
storage overhead when the network scale further expands. Therefore, we proposed a
hyperbolic identifier and routing scheme instead of forwarding table to reduce
storage overhead in MIR. Those are described in Sect. 4.3. Further, in order to meet
the demand of the development of future network towards space-terrestrial inte-
grated, we proposed a greedy routing strategy based on hyperbolic routing tech-
nology and light-weight distributed self-adaptive satellite routing algorithm based
on delay to construct the Space-Terrestrial Multi-Identifier Network (ST-MIN).
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ST-MIN takes advantages of the feature that satellite communication is not affected
by time, location or environment, which is described in Sect. 4.9.

Moreover, considering the communication reliability and transmission efficiency
of the sovereign network under different scenarios, we proposed MIT–
Transmission Control Protocol, a transmission control scheme for MIN. MIT
supports the transmission control in both push semantic and pull semantic, which is
described in Sect. 4.8.

On the management plane of MIN, in order to realize co-governance of user
information and identification, we proposed PPoV (Parallel Proof of Vote) as a
non-forking consensus algorithm for consortium blockchain. The core idea is the
separation of voting rights and bookkeeping rights, which is presented in Sect. 4.2.

In addition to the construction of the architecture, the sovereignty network is
required to protect user privacy and system security while managing users. To this
goal, we designed a variety of security mechanisms. To guarantee the privacy of
users and traceable of behaviors, combined with asymmetry encryption technology,
we proposed an identity authentication scheme of the sovereignty network based on
human biological characteristics. To provide a hierarchical security and reliability
guarantee for network, we adopted three kind of protection mechanisms: network
censorship, cryptography, and Cyberspace Mimic Defense (CMD) for designing six
levels of defense barriers. Besides the above structural security, we design a
Security Situation Awareness System to monitor the network state in real time, and
establish a mathematical analyzing model based on random process to assess the
network security and optimize the security policy. The above security mechanisms
are described in Sects. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.

4.1 Identity Centric Network

Identity centric network is one of the key technologies of the sovereignty network.
Data transmission in the sovereignty network is based on the identity centric
network.

4.1.1 MIN Based on Identity Centric Network

The core conception of MIN is that multiple identifiers and transmission semantics
can coexist in the network layer at the same time. In order to illustrate the concrete
meaning of multiple identifiers, the identifiers are classified by two dimensions,
including the identifier form and the identifier semantic. In terms of the dimension
of the identifier form, identifiers can be classified into the following three types:

(1) Flat identifiers. Flat identifiers are usually composed of a series of irregular
values or characters. So, such identifiers are difficult to aggregate in the routing
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table. Some network architectures (such as XIA) use the hash value of a public
key or data slice as the identifier for routing, which is a typical example of Flat
identifiers.

(2) Hierarchical identifiers. Hierarchical naming dictates that each content usually
has an identifier that is similar to the Web URL, such as “/lab/pku/icon.jpg”.
This kind of identifier is used in the Network layer of Named Data Networking
(NDN) for routing. Identifiers in IPv4 or IPv6 can also be seen as hierarchical
identifiers.

(3) Spatial coordinate identifiers. Each node in the network is mapped into a
geometric space with a coordinate. In the hyperbolic routing model, the
hyperbolic coordinate is used to guide routing, such as R1; h1ð Þ.
On the other hand, in terms of the dimension of the identifier semantic, there are

at least two types of transmission semantics listed as follows:

(1) Point-to-point push semantic. It is a kind of semantics expressed by the tra-
ditional IP address identifier, which is characterized by that the data sender can
actively push data to the data receiver without the request from the data
receiver. Routers simply forward packets when dealing with such semantic
network packets.

(2) Point-to-multi-point pull semantic. It is a kind of semantics expressed by ICN
identifier, which is characterized by that data sender can only transmit data to
receiver on the premise that the receiver requests data. When a router deals with
packets in push semantic, it will record the return path of packet and cache the
data.

Network devices can process different types of identifiers. Devices that support
the same identifiers can be divided into one area named identifier space. In order to
support the extension of the new identifiers in the future, the current network must
have one or more basic identifiers. The most typical basic identifier is the identity
identifier, which directly uses the hash value of public key of the network device as
the identifier for routing. It belongs to the flat identifier, and we define its trans-
mission semantic is the point-to-point transmission semantic. Each device in the
network must support identity identifiers, and each device will be bound to an
identity identifier. A formal definition of the identifier space is given below.

1. The Definition of Symbols

(1) I ¼ i0; i1; i2; . . .; ikf g, represents the set of all identifier that exist in MIN
space. i0 refers to the identity identifier of network devices, which is the
most indispensable one. i1; i2; . . .; ikf g contains other extensible identifiers,
such as the content identifier, service identifier, geographic identifier, IP,
and so on.

(2) V represent all device sets in MIN.
(3) N is the subset of I, which is consist of several identifiers, for example,

N ¼ i0; i1f g.
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(4) SN ¼ VN ;Nð Þ. SN represents the identifier space, which is a 2-tuple. VN

represents a subset of network device V in identifier space, and N represents
a subset of all identifiers that are supported by identifier space SN .

2. The Definition of Identifier Space
The set SN ¼ VN ;Nð Þ can represent an identifier space in MIN if and only if SN

meets the following conditions:

(1) Restrictive: VN�V ;N�I;
(2) Atomicity: i0 2 N;
(3) Consistency: 8v 2 VN , 8ij 2 N. v supports ij;
(4) Closure: if 9v 2 V , and for 8ij 2 N, v supports ij, then v 2 VN .

4.1.2 Data Transmission Scheme

The characteristic of data transmission scheme in MIN is that it supports various
transmission semantics coexisting on the network layer at the same time, including
pull semantic and push semantic. MIR processing the incoming packet with dif-
ferent methods according to their identifier type, and this mechanism enable MIN’s
network layer to be compatible with various transmission semantics.

Identity identifier is the basic identifier of MIN, and it has two features. Firstly,
the transmission semantic of the identity identifier is push semantic. Secondly,
identity identifier can be the hash value of public key of a user or device.
Point-to-Point push semantic is the most essential method in packet forwarding.
When a router receives an incoming packet, it is just need to look up the FIB
(Forwarding Information Base) to decide the next hop where the packet will be sent
to. If no match is found in FIB, the router will drop the packet. Both ends in a
point-to-point session can validate each other’s identifier without any third-party
certification body by using the hash value of the public key as the identity identifier.
This is called the self-certified function of identifiers.

Another basic transmission semantic in MIN is the pull semantic, which is the
typical transmission semantic in Information Centric Networking (ICN). Data
transmission in ICN is driven by the consumer (receiver). There are two types of
packets in ICN: Interest Packet and Data Packet. There are three major data
structures: Forward Information Base (FIB), Content Store (CS), and Pending
Interest Table (PIT).

FIB is used to forward interest packets to sources of matching the data. The FIB
in the sovereignty network stores a list of outgoing faces rather than a single one
[1]. Other than that, it’s almost identical to The FIB in IP. ICN’s FIB allows
multiple data sources to be queried in parallel.

The CS is the same as the buffer memory of an IP router, but the replacement
strategy is different [1]. Because each IP packet belongs to a separate point-to-point
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session, it has no further value after being forwarded downstream. So, the IP
“forgets” the packet and recycles the cache (MRU replacement) as soon as the
forwarding completes. ICN packets are idempotent, self-identifying, and
self-certified, so each ICN packet may be useful to many consumers, for example,
many hosts read the same news or watch the same YouTube videos. To maximize
the possibility of sharing and minimize upstream bandwidth requirements and
downstream latency, it is necessary for ICN nodes to remember incoming packets
with LRU or LFU substitution strategies as long as possible.

PIT records the return path of the interest that is forward to upstream source of
content, so the returned data packets can be sent downstream to the requester.
In ICN, only interest packets are routed because they propagate upstream to pos-
sible data sources and leaving a “trace”. This “trace” provides a return path to the
source requester for a matching packet. Each PIT entry is a trace. Once the PIT
entry is used to forward a matching data packet, the PIT entry is erased (data packet
consumes interest packet). PIT entries that do not find interest packets that match
the packet will eventually time out by a soft state model; the consumer sends
interest packets repeatedly if they still want the packet [1].

The process of data transmission in information centric network is shown in
Fig. 4.1.

The requester sends an interest packet with name of the content. The router that
receives the request will record the interest packet’s arrival face, and perform
Longest Prefix Match Algorithm (LPM) for the content name.

Firstly, the CS is queried. If the requested content exists in the CS, the content is
returned directly to the requester, and the interest packet is discarded; actually, it
has been satisfied.

Fig. 4.1 The process of data transmission in information centric network [1]
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Then, the content name of the interest packet is queried in PIT. If there are
exactly matching PIT entries, the arrival face of the interest packet is added to the
list of requesting faces for PIT entries. Then the interest packet is discarded because
a same interest packet has already been sent to upstream nodes. Hence, the router
will send a copy of the data packet to each corresponding incoming face recorded in
the PIT when the data packet arrives.

Finally, the content name of the interest packet is queried in FIB. If there is a
matching entry, the interest packet needs to be sent upstream to the data source. If
the resulting list of querying FIBs is not empty, the interest packet is then sent out
all the reserved faces, and a new PIT entry is created according to the interest packet
and its arrival face.

If the interest packet does not match any entry in FIB, it is discarded. It means
that this node does not have any matching data and does not know how to find the
matching data.

Once the interest packet reaches the node that has the requested resource, the
data packet containing the name, content and the publisher’s signature is forwarded
to the requester along the reverse path of the interest packet.

During the data transmission, neither interest packets nor data packets carries
any host or interface address. In addition, ICN introduces the design of network
cache. The router which the data packet passes through will cache the correct
contents in its buffer memory, namely CS. Caches in ICN can help reduce the delay
and the occupation of bandwidth in the content downloading process. If the cache
has stored the request content, it can be returned to the requester without accessing
to the data source when the request arrives at the router.

The process of data forwarding in the information centric network is as follows.
When multiple interest packets request the same data at the same time, the router
records incoming faces of these interest packets in PIT and only forwards the first
received interest packet. When the data packets are returned, the router finds the
matching entries in PIT and forwards the packets to those faces recorded in the
entries.

4.1.3 Process of User Access

In identity centric network, the management strategies combining identity infor-
mation is introduced for user access. In order to encourage users to be responsible
for the published content, new contents published by users are bound with their
identity information.

The process of user registration to the sovereignty network based on blockchain
[2] is shown in Fig. 4.2.

Each user in the sovereignty network is a client node. Users in the sovereignty
network must register with their real identities. The client generates public and
private keys, then submits the public key, identity information, and information
signed with the private key to any node in the blockchain. All nodes of the
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blockchain open service threads. When a blockchain node receives the request sent
by the client, the request format is first checked. Then the blockchain node searches
the user information in the local database and simply validates some contents. If one
of the above steps failed, error message is returned to the client. If all the verifi-
cations are successful, the blockchain node encapsulates the user registration
request as a common transaction and sends it to all consortium nodes.

The butler that receives the ordinary transaction stores it in the transaction pool.
At the beginning of each consensus round, the duty butler takes ordinary transac-
tions from the transaction pool to generate the pre-block and sends it to all com-
missioners for signatures.

Fig. 4.2 The process of user access
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The commissioners receiving the pre-block shall verify the pre-block header and
each transaction according to the rules set in advance. There are three types of
validation: no validation, probabilistic validation, and validation of keywords
against a custom filter list. If the verification fails, the commissioner will send the
failure message to the duty butler. Otherwise, the signature of the block header will
be returned to the duty butler.

If more than half of the commissioners is collected rejecting signature, the duty
butler will delete the pre-block in the memory, take out transactions from the local
pool to generate the pre-block and send it to all commissioners for signatures. If
more than half of the commissioners is collected agreeing signature, the duty butler
will store the signatures in the block header and calculate the number of the duty
butler for the next consensus period. Then it adds the timestamp to make the
pre-block be a formal block. The formal block is finally released to the blockchain
network. If less than half of the signatures are received, the duty butler will wait
until time out, i.e., 20 seconds. Then the duty butler will be replaced and the
pre-block will be regenerated and sent to the commissioners for signatures.

In blockchain, each node receiving formal block will verify signatures of
commissioners and whether the number of signatures is more than half of com-
missioners. If the validation is successful, the block is stored in MongoDB data-
base. The user registration information is then extracted from the block and is stored
in the user registry. User information outside the blockchain is also stored via
MongoDB. Considering MongoDB is a type of NoSQL (Not Only SQL), internal
data is stored in a JSON-like format called BSON, which is different from the
concept of the data table in a common relational database. However, due to the
fixed key of user data and no nested structure, it can be equated to a user infor-
mation table in a relational database.

The above procedure implements the process from sending requests to storing in
the database and the information table outside the blockchain. By adding user
registration requests in the consensus process, encapsulating user registration
information into ordinary transactions, verifying the transactions, retrieving user
information from transactions and saving to the database, it realizes the combina-
tion of blockchain and user registration function.

The fields and their meanings contained in the user information table are shown
in Table 4.1.

An example of the user information table is shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.1 User information table

Key Value Description

Pubkey String Registered user public key

Prefix String ICN identifier prefix

Level Int User level (0/1:1 can publish content; 0 can only watch)

Timestamp Double Time stamp

Real_msg String Real identity information
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4.2 Large-Scale Multilateral Managed Consortium
Blockchain Technology

The blockchain originates from a unique way to store data in the system of cryp-
tocurrencies such as Bitcoin [3]. It can hold all historical data, transaction records,
and other related information in the past by using a self-referencing blockchain data
storage structure. Bitcoin has introduced the consensus mechanism into blockchain
technology, making tampering with data almost impossible for attackers in com-
putational difficulty [4, 5]. The consensus mechanism plays a key role in blockchain
applications, which directly affects the safety and performance of products.
Combining distributed storage, cryptography, consensus mechanism and
peer-to-peer transmission, the blockchain technology reaches a spontaneous con-
sensus in a decentralized environment with the core of safeguarding group interests.

Generally, the blockchain is divided into three types: public, private and con-
sortium blockchain. Blockchain technology originates from the public blockchain.
However, in practical application, the public blockchain suffers from various
restrictions in different countries because of its transparency, untraceable of private
information and weak controllability. As a compromise between the private and the
public blockchain, the consortium blockchain has the advantage of realizing “partial
decentralization” between some existing institutions, making the consortium of
them efficient and fair.

The construction of the sovereignty network adopts the self-proposed efficient
and novel consensus algorithm—PoV (Proof of Vote) [6–10], which is suitable for
the consortium blockchain.

4.2.1 PoV Consensus Algorithm

There are four roles in PoV: commissioner, butler, butler candidate, and ordinary
user. A certain degree of concurrent role is allowed, as shown in Fig. 4.3.

1. Commissioner

A commissioner is a member of the consortium committee. Several enterprises or
institutions from different regions of the world form a consortium committee and
maintain a consortium blockchain system together. A new commissioner must be

Table 4.2 An example of the user information table

Pubkey Prefix Level Timestamp Real_msg

07602c1c5… /Golden hill
station

1 334505 Zhujiang, 1375…, 51222…,
description

…… …… …… …… ……
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accepted through the proposed consortium law or offline consultation, and repre-
sented by a node working in the consortium blockchain network. It uses CS
(Commercial Server) to provide services.

Commissioners have the following characteristics:

(1) Commissioners have the right to recommend, vote for and evaluate butlers the
book keeping nodes.

(2) Commissioners are obligated to verify and forward blocks and transactions.
(3) Different consortiums can set voting weights according to the shares, which can

be reflected in the proportion of the signature of the commissioners. By default,
each commissioner has the same rights and obligations and is of equal standing.

(4) When a block gets majority votes, the block will be marked as valid and added
to the blockchain. The result of voting represents the will of all commissioners.

2. Butler

Butlers specialize in producing blocks. The number of butler nodes is limited. They
can be considered as representative nodes in the traditional consensus algorithm,
but the difference is that the authority of butlers is supervised and voted by com-
missioners in the consortium. The role of butler is designed to separate the voting
and bookkeeping right. Commissioners have no right to produce blocks. However,
a butler should gather transactions from every commissioner via network, pack
them into a block, and sign it.

To becoming a butler, one needs to take two steps:

(1) Register as a butler candidate.
(2) Participate in the election at the end of each term. The butler candidate will be

voted by commissioners and the successful one will be elected as the butler.

The butlers take turns to generate blocks in random order during the tenure and
accept re-election after the expiration of their term of office.

Fig. 4.3 Four roles in the PoV network
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3. Butler Candidate

The system numbers the butlers {0, 1, 2, …, n − 1} which win the election in each
round. As the number of butlers is limited, commissioners can elect butlers only
from butler candidates through voting. If butler candidates lose the election, they
can stay online, and wait for the next election.

There are three steps to apply for a butler candidate:

(1) Register a user account in the consortium system and send a request to a
commissioner to be a butler candidate.

(2) Submit a recommendation letter. After verifying and ensuring that the butler
candidate’s identity information is correct, the commissioner signs the rec-
ommendation letter generated via calling a function of asymmetric encryption.
The private and public keys are respectively used to encrypt and decrypt the
recommended letter to prevent forgery.

(3) Pay the guarantee deposit to become a butler candidate. Commissioners can
retain dual roles as butler candidates by recommending themselves.

(4) Ordinary User

All three of these nodes use cryptography to authenticate their identities and need to
sign the hash values of their operational messages. In contrast, ordinary users have
the following characteristics:

(1) No identification is required. The behavior of ordinary users can be arbitrary
and anonymous. In the specific implementation, the user’s real name may be
required according to the configuration of the consortium blockchain, or the
user’s identity information in the transaction may be hidden by the encryption
function.

(2) Ordinary users can join or exit the network at any time.
(3) Ordinary users cannot participate in the block generation, only in the block

distribution and sharing.
(4) Ordinary users can see the whole consensus process while accepting the service

of the system. In the process of block generation, ordinary users have the
obligation to participate in the process of block forwarding.

Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the four roles.

4.2.2 PoV Consensus Process

The overall process of PoV consensus is shown in Fig. 4.5. After initialization, each
node first enters the phase of the genesis block generation, which is jointly gen-
erated by commissioners and contains the information of the initial consortium
members and the first batch of butlers.

When the genesis block is created, the system will automatically enter the cycle
of “generating BW ordinary blocks +1 special block”. Each cycle is a tenure, and a
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round of consensus may pass through M duty butlers to eventually generate a block.
The butler circulates the work during on-duty and off-duty, and periodically applies
to the vast majority of commissioners for block synchronization to ensure the latest
status of itself. The generation cycle of a block is also the duty cycle of a selected

Fig. 4.4 Conversion of the four roles [8]

Fig. 4.5 Block generation process [8]
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butler to create a block. Each block contains a random number R generated by the
random number algorithm, specifying the number of the next duty butler i = R.

After the genesis block is generated, the key nodes to create the block are the
commissioners and the butlers. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively show the flow chart
of the perspective of the butler and the commissioner of ordinary blocks, where
〈h; hs;M; time;R; sign Bð Þ〉represents the block height, the latest special block
height, the cost duty cycle, the timestamp, the random number, the butler’s sig-
nature and other key attributes in the current block.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 explain the key processes of generating ordinary blocks and
special blocks only from the perspective of commissioners and butlers. On the other
hand, other nodes, such as butler candidates and ordinary users are in a continuous
cycle of synchronizing blocks, updating stored data, forwarding blocks, submitting
and forwarding transactions. Most of these operations are in the network layer and
the data layer. Submitting a common application transaction is in the application
layer and usually operated by the wallet.

Algorithm 4.1 gives the pseudocode to run PoV algorithm on a node. After a
series of initializations, the node determines how to run the PoV process by its own
state and configuration.

Algorithm 4.1: The running process of PoV state machine

Input:
Initial state.

Begin
1: System_init()

2: {gen_com_ list} set_commissioner_list_genesis()      // set the initial 

commissioner list

3: {Block_list}←BLOCK_SYNC()  // synchronize the latest block and 

update variables and memory pools

4: examine({com_list}, {bul_list}, {bc_list}, {user_list})

5: myaddr←key_manager.get_my_public_key()    // get the address of the 

node, which is the public key

6: if my_addr{com_list}{bc_list} then
7: if my_addr{com_list} then
8: run the commissioner’s working process

9: end if
10: if my_addr{bc_list} then
11: run the butler candidate’s working process

12: end if
13:   else if my_addr{user_list} then
14: run the ordinary user's working process

15:   else then
16: Forward_block_and_message()               // forward 

blocks and messages

17:   end if
End of Algorithm
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Fig. 4.6 Flow chart for generating ordinary blocks and special blocks (butler’s perspective)
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Algorithm 4.2 describes the implementation of the commissioner process,
including phases of the genesis block generation and the ordinary block generation.

Algorithm 4.2: The commissioner’s working process

Input:
Initial state.

Begin
1: while is_connecting_to_network==true do
2: {Block_list}←BLOCK_SYNC() // synchronize the latest block and 

update variables and memory pools

3: Height←make_get_height_request_mag() // request the latest height

4: if Height==NULL                         // there are no blocks in 

the network yet

5: send Tx_PERMISSION<gen_com, com, NULL, my_addr, sign>

6: if is_needed_to-be_bulter==true then
7: send Tx_PERMISSION<com,bc,self_recommand,my_addr, sign>
8: end if
9: if my_addr==min(sort({com_list})) then // the initial commissioner with

the smallest public key is the acting committee one

10: generate the genesis block

11: end if
12: else then
13: the commissioner process enters the phase of generating blocks

14: end if
15: end while
End of Algorithm
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Algorithm 4.3 describes the implementation of the butler candidate process.

Algorithm 4.3: The butler candidate’s working process

Input:
Initial state.

Begin
1: while is_connecting_to_network==true do
2: {Block_list}←BLOCK_SYNC() // synchronize the latest block and 

update variables and memory pools

3: process the received voting transaction, validate and put it into the memory 

pool

4: process the received identity changing transaction, validate and put it into 

the memory pool

5: process the received ordinary transaction, validate and put it into the 

memory pool

6: process the other message, verify its validity and forward it

7: process the received new block, verify its validity and update the 

information

8: if my_addr{bc_list} then

9: the butler candidate process enters the phase of the butler’s tenure

10: end if
11:  end while
End of Algorithm

This PoV has been updated to highly efficient version of Parallel PoV, or shortly
as PPoV.

4.2.3 PoV Hierarchical Signature Mechanism

Due to the division of labor among nodes in the identity centric network is different,
the sovereignty network considers using a hierarchical group/ring signature scheme
[11]. Signatures of nodes in the network form a tree structure, and each superior
manages a group of subordinate nodes as its leaves. Non-leaf nodes and their leaves
form a group/ring. The public key table with all public keys in the group/ring is
maintained locally where the signature formats of leaf and non-leaf nodes are
respectively r ¼ r; sð Þ and r ¼ ynew; r̂1; � � � r̂t; sð Þ; r̂i ¼ ri; rið Þ, as shown in
Fig. 4.8.

The superior signature is generated by the combination of the subordinate sig-
natures and contains all information of the subordinate nodes. So, the verification of
the superior signature also includes that of the tree rooted by the signature. In
addition, according to the security requirements of the hierarchical group signature
scheme, the group manager can only track the signer identity of its leaf node and
cannot open the signature generated by members in other groups. By establishing
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groups among nodes with different levels and identities, the superior group man-
agers can quickly locate the problem group and identify the corresponding mali-
cious nodes.

To reduce the size of a single tree and the complexity of iterative verification, the
signature tree is divided into two types according to its ownership and purpose: ring
signature tree for voting and common group signature tree. The hierarchical sig-
nature mechanism based on group/ring signature technology with PoV blocks is
shown in Fig. 4.9.

(1) Any ordinary user in the bottom domain generates the transaction and attaches
the signature S. It also receives intra-domain transactions and verifies the
correctness in terms of contents and signatures. If correct, the transaction is
forwarded to other nodes in the domain. Butlers listen for intra-domain trans-
actions and puts valid transactions into the local pool.

(2) The duty butler regularly takes transactions from the pool and encapsulates into
the pre-block. The ordinary users to which these transactions belong are added
to the group of the duty butler to generate a new superior group signature S′.
Then the duty butler sends the pre-block and S′ to commissioners and butlers in
the domain.

(3) After the commissioner receives the pre-block, it will verify the transaction and
the butler’s signature S′. If it agrees to generate the corresponding block, it will
send back its signature P and timestamp as a ticket to the duty butler.

(4) If has collected signatures and timestamps from more than half of the
intra-domain commissioners before the deadline, the duty butler will form a
ring with the commissioners belonging to these signatures to generate a new
superior ring signature P′.

(5) When the commissioner receives the final block, it verifies the signatures P′ and
S′. If valid, the transactions contained in the block will be removed from the
local pool. If the commissioner is not in the top domain, it will extract the block
header as a transaction, replace the attached butler signature S′ with the new
superior group signature S”, and then propose the transaction as an ordinary
user in the superior domain. The other superior nodes continue to verify the
signatures P′ and S”. If the commissioner is in the top domain, the block will
become legal and will been finally confirmed when more than half of the
commissioners acknowledge were receipted.

Fig. 4.8 Hierarchical group/ring signatures
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4.3 Routing Scheme for Billions of Multiple Identifiers

Traditional Routing methods based on flat Routing Protocol, such as Routing
Information Protocol (RIP) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), are faced with the
problem of Routing Information synchronization, and cannot be adapted to hier-
archical network architecture. Considering the hierarchical management charac-
teristics of the sovereignty network, the BGP protocol is adopted to synchronize the
routing information between the autonomous system of the same level network.
Considering the future Industrial Internet and other application scenarios, the net-
work addressing scale will have been continued explosive growth.

In order to further improve the efficiency of routing, hyperbolic identifier and
routing scheme [12, 13] is proposed for the core networks which has more stable
topology and under greater routing pressure than other parts. Then the hash table
with prefix tree algorithm is designed for edge networks which topology changes
frequently to support a huge amount of identifiers routing problem.

4.3.1 Border Gateway Protocol

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an optimal distance vector routing protocol,
which is used to connect the routes between autonomous system. BGP protocol
provides an inter-domain routing system, it guarantees that the autonomous system
can only exchange routing information acyclic and routers exchange information
about the paths to the target network.

The BGP is modified from the Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP), where EGP
can only simply transport routing information between ASs. However, EGP does
not distinguish any priority in routing and does not consider how to avoid routing
loops between ASs. So BGP is generally adopted in the operator’s core network.

Different with the original EGP, the BGP provides a better service due to the
routing optimization, avoiding routing loops, efficiently routing, and maintain large
amounts of routing information. This is a policy-based routing protocol that allows
the autonomous system to transport data based on a variety of BGP attributes. The
most critical factor to be considered is the BGP attributes rather than the speed,
when determining the best path.

BGP forwards by maintaining three tables: (1) a neighbor relationship table that
records all neighbors, (2) a forwarding database that records neighbor network, path
attributes, and BGP attributes, (3) a route table that records the optimal path and the
distance of the BGP route from the outside/inside.

The main message types are listed as Table 4.3.
BGP adopts different strategies to establish neighborhood relationships accord-

ing to its states. In the Idle state, BGP rejects connection requests from neighbors.
Only after receiving the Start event from this device, BGP tries to make TCP
connection with other BGP peers and goes to the Connect state. The Start event is
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triggered by one of these reasons: a BGP procedure is configured by an operator, an
existing procedure is resettled, and the BGP procedure is resettled by a router
software. Whatever the state BGP is, BGP will go to Idle state after receiving Error
events such as Notification message, TCP pipe broken Notification.

If in the Connect state, TCP build the connection through three times handshake.
If TCP do not complete the handshake, the BGP starts the Connect Retry timer and
waits for TCP to complete the connection. If the TCP connection is successful, then
BGP sends an Open message to the peer and switches to the OpenSent state. If the
TCP connection fails, and the BGP switches to the Active state. If the Connect
Retry timer timeouts and the BGP still does not receive a response from the BGP
peer, the BGP attempts to build TCP connection with another BGP peer, and BGP
remains in the Connect state.

In the Opensent state, if three times handshake is successful, and sending OPEN
message to negotiate related parameters of BGP (e.g., AS, version, auth). BGP
waits for the Open message of the peer, and checks the AS number, version
number, authentication code and so on in the received Open message. If the
received Open message is correct, the BGP sends the Keepalive message and
switches to the OpenConfirm state. If any error is found in the received Open
message, the BGP sends the Notification message to the peer and switches to Idle
state.

When it enters the Establish state, BGP can exchange the Update, Keepalive,
Route-Refresh and Notification messages with peers. If the correct Update or
Keepalive message is received, then the BGP judges that the peer runs, and
maintains the BGP connection. If an incorrect Update or Keepalive message is
received, the BGP sends the Notification message to notify the peer of going to the
Idle state. The Route-refresh message does not change the BGP state. If the
Notification message is received, the BGP switches to Idle state. If the TCP chain
notification is received, the BGP disconnects and switches to the Idle state. If
Active TCP fails to establish three times handshake, it will attempt three times then
goes back to Idle state.

Advantages of BGP:

• BGP guarantees the network security, flexibility, stability, reliability and high
efficiency from various aspects.

• BGP guarantees network security through authentication and GTSM.

Table 4.3 The message type
of BGP

Open Negotiate BGP parameters

Keepalive Detect BGP neighbor relationship

Update Route to BGP

Notification Error message

Refresh Refresh message, send and receive again
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• BGP provides various routing policies, which can be used to select routes
flexibly and instruct neighbors to publish routes according to policies.

• BGP provides the function of route aggregation and route attenuation to prevent
route oscillation, which effectively improves the stability.

• TCP is used as the protocol of transport layer (port number is 179) to combines
BGP, BFD, BGP Tracking, BGP GR, as well as NSR, which improves the
reliability of the network.

• In the scenario with large number of neighbors and the routing scale, if most
neighbors have the same exit strategy, BGP uses group packing technology
improving the performance of BGP packing.

4.3.2 Hyperbolic Identifier and Routing Scheme

Sovereignty networks forward content based on the name, which suffers from the
large identity scale and dynamic requests brought by many new types of identifiers
and many future application scenarios such as IoT, Industrial Internet, high security
private network.

Greedy geometric routing (GGR) maps the cyberspace into a metric space and
assigns an address or coordinate to each node. Each segment of the network
message transmitted in the network is accompanied by its destination coordinates.
Each router calculates the geometric distance between each adjacent node and the
destination separately after receiving the packet. The one with the smallest distance
will be selected as the next hop for forwarding. In this process, since the required
information of each node only includes the coordinates of its neighbors, GGR can
minimize the size of FIB as much as possible. GGR is a basis for providing a
routing protocol for large-scale networks.

Hyperbolic routing (HR) is based on the scale-free property of the network,
which means that the degree of nodes in the network follows a power-law distri-
bution. Through the mapping algorithm, the network is mapped to a space with
negative curvature (i.e., hyperbolic space). Two-dimensional space is taken as an
example. Each node is mapped into a disk with radius R and assigned a polar
coordinate r; hð Þ. The angular coordinate h represents the relative position of the
node in the network, and the radial coordinate r indicates the central degree of the
node. The smaller the radius coordinate of a node, the closer to the center of the
disk. When the angular coordinates of the two nodes are constant, the hyperbolic
distance between them will decrease with the decrease of radial coordinates.
Therefore, greedy routing based on hyperbolic distance tends to select more cen-
tralized nodes as its next hop for forwarding.

Many networks such as the IP Internet have the scale-free property. Combining
with an appropriate mapping algorithm, a simple greedy strategy based on hyper-
bolic range can forward the message to the destination node with a high success
rate. For the few cases that forwarding fails, auxiliary intelligent forwarding
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strategies can be adopted to make the success rate of hyperbolic routing approach
100%.

However, HR algorithm also has some defects. Compared with the routing
protocol based on the traditional shortest path algorithm, the forward path selected
by HR algorithm has a larger transmission delay. It’s the inherent disadvantage of
the greedy strategy, and most of the existing hyperbolic mapping algorithms do not
consider network delay. To avoid this disadvantage, we have proposed a hyperbolic
routing algorithm that reduces the network latency and ensures the fast selection of
forwarding paths to guarantee the fast forwarding of the sovereignty network.

The proposed HR algorithm maps a scale-free cyberspace to a three-dimension
hyperbolic space H3. Each node in the network is assigned a three-dimension
spherical coordinates. The distance between two points r1; h1;/1ð Þ and r2; h2;/2ð Þ
can be calculated based on the cosine law.

d12 ¼ cosh�1 cosh r1 cosh r2 � sinh r1 sinh r2 cosDh12ð Þ ð4:1Þ

where Dh12 represents the central angle between the two points and the origin.

Dh12 ¼ cos�1 cos h1 cos h2 þ sin h1 sin h2 cos h1 � h2ð Þ½ � ð4:2Þ

The algorithm includes two parts: the angular coordinate mapping and the radial
coordinate mapping. The specific process is described in the next part.

1. Angular Coordinate Mapping

Each node is assigned an angular coordinate, which is mapped to the sphere S2.
Sphere S2 simulates the surface of the earth, while the angular coordinates of nodes
represent their actual positions in the network as shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10 Angle coordinate mapping
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The angular coordinates of high degrees nodes are set directly as their geo-
graphic location, i.e., the latitude and longitude information. The reasons are listed
as follows:

• The transmission delay between two nodes is proportional to the geographical
distance between them. Hence the mapping based on geographical location can
optimize effectively on the delay.

• The mapping method is convenient to calculate.
• The mapping method is independent of the topology information of the network,

so it maintains strong stability in the dynamic environment of the network.

We have proposed a different approach to non-central nodes with low degrees,
because their network location depends on local topology than geographic infor-
mation. For node i whose degree is greater than or equal to 3, it will calculate its
average delay from each central node, then select the three central nodes j1, j2, j3
with the smallest delay to calculate its angular coordinate.

If the delay between i whose angular coordinate is h�;u�ð Þ and jk whose angular
coordinate hk;ukð Þ is tk , we can obtain that:

min
h�;u�ð Þ2S2

nj j þ e Dhi1 þDhi2 þDhi3ð Þ½ � ð4:3Þ

s:t:kDhik ¼ tk � n k ¼ 1; 2; 3ð Þ ð4:4Þ

Dhik is the central Angle of hk;ukð Þ and h�;u�ð Þ, which can be obtained from
Eq. 4.2. The Eq. 4.2 reflects the direct proportional relationship of the network
delay and spherical distance, where the relaxation variable n is used to ensure a
viable solution.

The former term of the objective function ensures that the value of n is as small
as possible. The latter term e Dhi1 þDhi2 þDhi3ð Þ is used to select the smallest sum
of spherical distances when there are multiple feasible solutions.

For non-central nodes with degrees less than or equal to 2, their angular coor-
dinates will directly copy one of the highest degrees in the neighborhood, since
there is only one path to the central node.

2. Radial Coordinate Mapping

The radial coordinate r represents the central degree of a node. In a scale-free
network, r follows the exponential distribution.

“Supernodes” in a network may delay the generation of suboptimal paths. For
example, Shanghai has an extremely large number of Internet users, so there are
several high “supernodes”. If a message from the north Korean city of Incheon to
the south Korean city of Busan, the forwarding path selected by HR may be
attracted to the high center of Shanghai, i.e., Incheon—Shanghai—Busan causing
additional delay, because these cities have a smaller population than Shanghai.

To solve this problem, the global network is divided into subgraphs. The most
central node in each subgraph has similar radial coordinates. Therefore, the
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forwarding process is more likely to select the central node in the subgraph, which
improves the locality of routing and reduces transmission delay. The m nodes
i1; i2; . . .; im with the highest degrees in the network are selected, and the other
nodes measure the delay between themselves and each i�. If ik is the one with the
smallest delay, then this node belongs to the corresponding sub-graph Gk .

Radial coordinates are obtained by maximum likelihood estimation, and we have
the following prior conditions:

(1) The degree of nodes follows a power distribution q kð Þ� k�c, where the lowest
degree is k0, and the average value is �k. The degree and radius coordinates
satisfy the following relation:

r kð Þ ¼ R� 2 ln
k
k0

ð4:5Þ

where R indicates the radius of the sphere.

(2) The probability of connecting two nodes with hyperbolic distance x is:

p xð Þ ¼ 1þ exp
f x� Rð Þ

2T

� �� ��1

ð4:6Þ

T is temperature and represents the aggregation degree of control nodes. f is the
curvature of hyperbolic space. R can be obtained by the following integral:

�K ¼ N
2p

ZR

0

q k rð Þ½ �
ZR

0

q k r0ð Þ½ �
Zp

0

Zp

0

p xð Þdu0dh0dr0dr ð4:7Þ

x is the hyperbolic distance between r0; h0;u0ð Þ and r; 0; 0ð Þ.
On the basis of the above prior conditions, for node i with degree ki, the max-

imum likelihood of its radial coordinate is estimated as:

r�i ¼ R� 2 ln
ki � Tc

k0
ð4:8Þ

If node i 2 Gj, its diameter coordinate is:

ri ¼ log bþ exp r�i þ r0 � r�i
� � R� r�i

R� r�j

 !4
2
4

3
5

8<
:

9=
; ð4:9Þ
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b is used to adjust the relative weights of radial coordinates and angle coordinates in
the routing process.

Through the above formula, the diameter coordinate r0 of the most central node
in each subgraph is obtained, and only minor modification is made to the
non-central node whose original radial coordinate is small.

In the angular coordinate mapping algorithm, the network delay is equivalent to
the spherical distance, and the coordinates of non-central nodes are calculated
accordingly. At the same time, in the radial coordinate mapping algorithm, the
delay is reduced by subgraph partition. At the same time, the network delay is taken
as the basis of subgraph partition.

4.3.3 Hash Table with Prefix Tree Algorithm (HPT)

Prefix Tree (Trie), also known as Dictionary Tree, is a data structure commonly
found in string matches. In a dictionary tree, an edge refers to a unit composed of a
name, such as bits, characters, and so on. A node refers to a specific name whose
contents are the assembly of components rooted to all the edges on the path to that
node. In the storage structure based on Prefix Tree, the same prefix part between
names is merged into the upstream path to realizing the compression of data
capacity and the preservation of the logical relationship between names.

Because the prefix tree supports LPM (Longest Prefix Matching) algorithm and
has good space utilization efficiency, most network uses prefix tree for forwarding.
The disadvantage of prefix tree is that the searching speed in prefix tree is slow.
Firstly, the computational overhead is roughly proportional to the expected length
of the name. Secondly, at each level, the searching algorithm needs to match all the
outsides of the node one by one to find the child nodes for the descent. Therefore,
the forwarding architecture based on the prefix tree will cause a large searching
delay and affect the overall performance of network.

Compared with the prefix tree, the searching speed of the hash table is not
affected by name length and entry size, so it has better adaptability in a large-scale
network. However, to cope with hash collisions, the hash table also needs to store
the full key value (i.e., the content name) in the table entry, which incurs a large
storage overhead. At the same time, the original hash table structure does not
support the longest prefix matching algorithm, and the simplest linear implemen-
tation has a large searching time. To cope with these problems, existing ICN
networks usually use data compression schemes such as footprint-based Hash
Table and algorithm optimization schemes such as Random Search to improve the
scalability of the system.

In general, the new identifier is much longer than the IP address, so the process
of a multi-identifier will face great pressure of computing and storage. To this end,
we propose a hash table with prefix tree algorithm HPT, adding semi-virtual entries
to the prefix tree. This scheme accelerates the backtracking process of the FIB
searching algorithm and effectively improves the efficiency of multi-identifier
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translation and addressing. Hash tables are used for quick lookups, and tree
structures are used to store logical relationships between names. The main structure
of FIB is shown in Fig. 4.11.

The characteristics of FIB include the following:

(1) FIB consists of hash tables and prefix trees. For any name stored in a table, all
true prefixes have corresponding entries in the table. The process of checking
for the existence of the prefix and adding the corresponding secondary entry is
called FIB refactoring. In reconstructed FIB, table entries are divided into real
entries and non-real entries, and non-real entries are divided into virtual entries
and semi-virtual entries.

(2) In the hash table, the name is used as the key, and the node in the prefix tree is
used as the value. In this way, we realize the fast retrieval of forwarding
information.

(3) Each edge in the prefix tree represents a name component. Each node in the
prefix tree represents a name that stores the forwarding information corre-
sponding to the name and the corresponding category of table entries, as well as
Pointers to maintain the prefix tree structure.

The specific definitions of real entries, non-real entries, virtual entries, and
semi-virtual entries are as follows:

(1) Real entry: Names in real entries refer to actual data and are used to guide the
forwarding of interest packets. Before FIB refactoring, all table entries are real.

(2) Non-real entry: Auxiliary entries used to support random searching algorithms
are called non-real entries. Names in non-real entries do not refer to any actual
data and do not guide the forwarding of interest packets.

(3) Virtual entry: A non-real entry is said to be virtual if it does not have any real
prefix. When the random searching process ends with a virtual entry, it ends
directly without generating any false-negative errors.

Fig. 4.11 The structure of FIB [28]
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(4) Semi-virtual entry: If the non-real entry has a real prefix, the non-real entry is
called a semi-virtual entry and requires backtracking.

When a user registers and publishes resources on MIN, multiple identifiers are
bound with resources and stored in MIS. Commonly used identifiers and their
inter-translation information are stored in HPT-FIB of MIR. If MIR can query
corresponding information in the local HPT-FIB, it will directly forward.
Otherwise, MIR will initiate a translation request to the MIS system based on the
identifier provided by the user. MIS searches the other identifiers corresponding to
this identifier, then selects the appropriate identifier and sends it to MIR for
addressing. The usage of FIB is as follows.

1. FIB insert

First, we should determine whether the name to be inserted in FIB exists. If so,
perform the first (1) inserting step; otherwise, perform the second (2) inserting
step. The inserting steps are shown as below.

(1) The inserting steps

(1) Step 1: Determine whether the entry corresponding to the name is a real entry.
If so, update its forwarding information; otherwise, perform step 2.

(2) Step 2: Judge whether the entry corresponding to the name is a virtual entry. If
so, perform the modification step; otherwise, perform step 3.

(3) Step 3: Change all virtual entries in the child tree to semi-virtual entries, and
then perform the step 4, Modify step.

(4) Step 4: Modify its category to be a real entry and add forward information.

To sum up, in the first inserting step, if the name to be inserted already has a
corresponding entry in FIB, there is no problem with adding new entries. The case
of real entries is trivial, so only non-real entries are considered. The corresponding
category is modified to be real. If the entry is originally virtual, the virtual entry in
the subtree needs to be modified to semi-virtual. If the entry is originally
semi-virtual, the subtree does not need to be modified.

(2) The inserting steps

Firstly, search the LPM of the name to be inserted in FIB. If HIT is real, then
perform the first processing step. If MISS or HIT is virtual, the second processing
step is performed.

(1) Step 1: insert the real entry corresponding to the name, find all true prefixes of
the name in FIB, and insert the corresponding semi-virtual entry if it does not
exist.

(2) Step 2: insert the real entry corresponding to the name, find all true prefixes of
the name in FIB, and insert the corresponding virtual entry if it does not exist.
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Algorithm 4.4: Key inserting Algorithm

Input:
H: HT and trie-based FIB

n: = "/ 1/ 2/…/ " is the name to insert

f: the corresponding forwarding information of n
Output:

H: HT and trie-based FIB, with n inserted.

Begin
1: lookup n in HT

2: if n is the name of a real entry (n, e) then
3: update e’s forwarding information with f
4: else if n is the name of a non-real entry (n, e) then
5: /* as Fig. 4.13a */

6: set e’s type to real, e’s forwarding information to f
7: for each virtual entry (∼, e∗) in e’s subtree do
8: set e∗’s type to semi-virtual

9: end for
10: else
11: /* as Fig. 4.13b */ create entry (n, eN) and insert it to HT

12: set eN’s type to real, eN’s forwarding information to f
13: for i = N − 1 to 1 do
14: lookup ni ="/c1/c2/.../ci" in HT

15: if ni is the name of an entry (ni, e) then
16: add ei+1 to e’s child list, set ei+1’s parent to e
17: if e is virtual then
18: set ej(i < j < N)’s type to virtual

19: else
20: set ej(i < j < N)’s type to semi-virtual

21: end if
22: return
23: else
24: create entry (ni, ei) and insert it to HT

25: add ei+1 to ei’s child list, set ei+1’s parent to ei

26: end if
27: end for
28: add e1 to root’s child list, set e1’s parent to root
29: set ej (0 < j < N)’s type to virtual

30: end if
End of Algorithm
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To sum up, in the second step, if the name to be inserted does not have a
corresponding entry, the corresponding real entry is inserted. At the same time, the
prefixes are checked backward and forwards to ensure that they are present in the
FIB. If a prefix is found not existing, the corresponding non-real entry is inserted.
This process continues until the algorithm reaches the LPM or root node, and thus
determines the category of non-real nodes inserted during this process (Fig. 4.12).

2. FIB Search

The process of lookup of FIB algorithm is shown as Algorithm 4.5 and Fig. 4.13.
The port to forward the packet is obtained by searching the name of the interest

packet through the random searching algorithm. The random searching algorithm
can be chosen according to the request, such as traditional binary searches.

Fig. 4.12 FIB inserting step
[28]
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Fig. 4.13 The steps of FIB lookup
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Algorithm 4.5: Searching Algorithm

Input:
H: HT and trie-based FIB.

n: n = "/c1/c2/.../cN" is the search key.

Output:
f: the forwarding information of n’s LPM entry

Begin
1: /* Binary Search */

2: L=1, H=N
3: eLPM = root
4: while L≤H do
5: M=(L+H)/2
6: lookup nM ="/c1/c2/.../cM" in HT

7: if nM is the name of an entry (nM, e) in table then
8: L=M+1, eLPM=e
9: else
10: H=M−1
11: end if
12: end while
13: if eLPM is virtual then
14: return NO FOUND

15: else
16: /* As Fig. 4.14 */

17: while eLPM is not real do
18: eLPM = eLPM’s parent

19: end while
20: return eLPM’s forwarding information

21: end if
End of Algorithm

There are three patterns based on the category of the last HIT entry:

(1) If it is a real entry, the search for LPM is successful, and returns the corre-
sponding information.

(2) If it is a virtual entry, it is sure that there is no matching real prefix in the table,
so return with no match.

(3) If it is a semi-virtual entry, there is at least one matching real prefix in the table.
We can backtrack in the prefix tree to find the matching real prefix out and
return it. Since backtracking in the prefix tree does not involve searching, this
process has a minimal time overhead.

As shown in Fig. 4.14, the last HIT prefix of binary search for the name “/c1/c2/
c3/c6/c7” is “/c1/c2/c3”, which is a semi-virtual table entry leading to the backtrack
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process. The algorithm starts from “/c1/c2/c3” to backtrack until it encounters the
first real entry “/c1”, then returns its corresponding forward information.

So, there are two kinds of lookup results. One is HIT, which means that there is a
corresponding real entry in HPT FIB (i.e., the last HIT entry is real entry or
semi-virtual entry). The other is MISS, which means that the corresponding real
entry does not exist (i.e., the last HIT entry is virtual).

3. Deleting FIB

The FIB deleting step is used to discover and retrieve out-of-date non-real entries.
Firstly, determine whether there are child nodes in the corresponding entry of the

name to be deleted in FIB. If so, perform the first deleting step; otherwise, perform
the second deleting step.

(1) The first deleting step: judge whether the parent node of the corresponding
entry is virtual. If it is virtual, then execute the first deleting sub-step. If the
parent node of the corresponding entry is real or semi-virtual, change the entry
category of the name to semi-virtual.

• First deleting sub-step: Change the entry category corresponding to the
name to virtual, and then traverse the subtree with the name as root. If one
of the nodes satisfies the first condition (category is semi-virtual) and the
second condition (there are no real nodes on the path from the node to its
name), then the category of the node is changed to virtual.

(2) The second deleting step: Deletes the entry, then checks all true prefixes of the
name upward, step by step. If the corresponding node of the prefix satisfies the
first point (class is not real) and the second point (leaf node), then delete the
entry.

Fig. 4.14 The process of FIB
searching [28]
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Algorithm 4.6: Deleting Algorithm

Input:
H: HT and trie-based FIB.

n: n = "/c1/c2/.../cN” is the name to delete.

Output:
H: HT and trie-based FIB, with n deleted.

Begin
1: lookup n in HT,

2: if n is not the name of a real entry then
3: return
4: end if
5: if for n’s entry (n, e), if e is not a leaf then
6: set e’s forwarding information to N/A

7: if e’s parent is semi-virtual or real then
8: set e’s type to semi-virtual

9: else
10: /* As Fig. 4.15a, here uses BFS */

11: create an empty queue q and insert e into it

12: while q is not empty do
13: e∗ = q.pop()

14: set e∗’s type to virtual

15: insert all e∗’s semi-virtual child nodes into q
16: end while
17: end if
18: else
19: /* As Fig. 4.15b */

20: remove e from its parent’s child list

21: delete entry (n, e) in HT

22: for i = N − 1 to 1 do
23: for ni ="/c1/c2/.../ci" and its entry (ni, ei)
24: if ei is non-real and ei’ is a leaf then
25: remove ei from its parent’s child list

26: delete entry (ni, ei) in HT

27: else
28: return
29: end if
30: end for
31: end if
End of Algorithm

Through deleting steps, the categories of non-real entries can be kept correct in
the dynamic environment, and out-of-date non-real entries can be found and
recovered timely, so as to ensure the efficiency and stability of the forwarding plane
(Fig. 4.15).
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Our experiments show that the FIB forwarding data structure combining prefix
tree with hash algorithm could support large-scale name prefix storage and search,
as shown in Table 4.4.

HPT-FIB has a significant storage overhead when the network scale further
expands. Therefore, we proposed a 3D Hyperbolic Routing (HR) model instead of a
forwarding table to reduce storage overhead in MIR. MIN is mapped to a 3D
hyperbolic space, then MIR and all contents are given 3D spherical coordinates.
In HBR, MIR only uses the greedy algorithm to select a MIR as next-hop with the
smallest hyperbolic distance from the destination for forwarding. This approach
significantly reduces the storage overhead of MIR.

The HPT-FIB entries of this system are more than one billion, and the lookup
speed is close to log(log(N)), where N is the number of identifiers. The design
completely solves the problem of false-negative errors in the existing algorithms.
Besides, MIR can detect and delete obsolete table entries timely, thus improving the
efficiency of memory recovery.

Fig. 4.15 The deleting
process of FIB [28]

Table 4.4 The relationship between time and scale of FIB [31]

FIB scale 100
million

1
billion

2
billion

2.5
billion

3
billion

3.5
billion

Running time
(Second)

187.58 1649.75 3723.98 4925.64 6271.49 7760.69

Actual FIB scale 100
million

1
billion

2
billion

2.5
billion

3
billion

3.5
billion
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4.4 Identity Authentication Scheme Based on Real
Identity and Biometric

The identity authentication of the sovereignty network users is based on human
biological characteristics, and combined with blockchain technology as a decen-
tralized identity management scheme. The user authentication function accurately
identifies the user’s identity, and stores the related information into blockchains, so
as to ensure its integrity and consistency. Besides, combined with the identity
management scheme of blockchains, it also realizes the decentralization of
third-party certificate authentication and generating institutions. Through the most
advanced encryption scheme, the proposed scheme effectively protects the privacy
of the user’s identity information.

4.4.1 Introduction of User Biological Characteristics

1. Iris

The iris is the circular region between the pupil and the white sclera on the surface
of the human eye. In near-infrared light, the iris presents a rich texture, such as
spots, stripes, filaments, coronae and crypts. Iris recognition technology is adopted
in identity authentication by comparing the similarities between iris image features.
The core step is to describe, match and classify iris features of human eyes by
pattern recognition, image processing and other methods, so as to realize automatic
human identity authentication.

The characteristics of iris are listed as follows.

(1) Uniqueness. According to physiological researches, the detailed texture of iris
is determined by the random factors of the embryonic development environ-
ment. The random distribution of the texture details lays a physiological
foundation for the uniqueness of iris. The images are significantly different
even when the irises of twins or the same person’s left and right eyes. Hence it
is almost impossible to find two identical irises in nature.

(2) Stability. The iris begins growth in the third month of the infant’s embryonic
period. By the eighth month, its main texture has been formed. On the other
hand, due to the protection of the cornea, the fully developed iris is less vul-
nerable to external damage. Therefore, it is almost impossible that the iris
changes due to external physical contact. Scientists have found that the texture
of the iris remains almost constant throughout life, barring surgery that can
endanger the eye.

(3) Non-contact. The iris is an externally visible internal organ, whose feature
collection is more hygienic and convenient than the biological features that
need to be touched. This is very different from external organs such as fin-
gerprints and face images. A qualified image of the iris can be obtained through
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a contactless (or even remote) collection device. This is very convenient in
practical applications.

(4) Large capacity. The acquisition of clear iris texture requires the cooperation of
specialized devices and users, so it is difficult to steal iris images, compared
with fingerprints and faces. In addition, eyes also have a lot of excellent optical
and physiological characteristics, which can be used for detection in vivo iris.

Iris recognition process includes iris image acquisition, iris image preprocessing,
feature extraction and comparison, and user identity recognition.

2. Face Recognition

Face recognition is a kind of biometric technology based on facial feature infor-
mation. Images or video streams containing faces are captured with cameras to
automatically detect and track the faces. The series of related technologies are
commonly known as portrait recognition or face recognition.

Rapidly developing solutions include multi-light face recognition based on
active near infrared image and face recognition based on machine learning.

Multi-light face recognition based on active near infrared image technology can
overcome the influence of light changes and improve the recognition performance.
Due to the performance of the system in accuracy, stability and speed superior to
3D image face recognition, this technology has developed rapidly in recent two or
three years, which gradually makes facial recognition technology to practical
application.

The face recognition technology combining machine learning is based on var-
ious theories to build the learning model and face database, which can also realize
high-precision face recognition without special physical equipment.

Similar to other biological features of the human body such as fingerprints, iris,
etc., the human face is innate. It is difficult to be copied with unique characteristics,
which provides a necessary prerequisite for identification.

Compared with other biometrics, face recognition has the following
characteristics:

(1) Non-mandatory. The process to obtain face images does not need users to
cooperate with face acquisition equipment, which are almost unconsciously.
Such a sampling method is not “mandatory”.

(2) Non-contact. The process to obtain a face image does not need users to contact
directly with the device.

(3) Concurrency. In practical application scenarios, multiple faces can be sorted,
judged and recognized at the same time.

In addition, face recognition also conforms to the characteristics of “recognizing
people by appearance”, as well as guarantees simple operation, intuitive results,
good concealment, etc.

The face recognition system mainly consists of four parts: face image acquisition
and detection module, face image preprocessing module, face image feature
extraction module, matching and recognition module.
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3. Fingerprint

The fingerprint is lines on the skin on the front end of fingers. The lines are arranged
regularly to form different patterns. Fingerprints are almost synonymous with
biometric identification for their lifetime immutability, uniqueness, and
convenience.

The starting point, ending point, joint point and bifurcation point of the lines are
researched as the detailed feature of fingerprint. Fingerprint identification compares
the detailed features of different fingerprints. Fingerprint recognition technology
combines image processing technology, pattern recognition technology, computer
vision technology, mathematical morphology, wavelet analysis and many other
subjects. Fingerprints can be used for identification because everyone’s fingerprints
are different even between the fingers of the same person.

The main advantages of fingerprint identification technology are listed as
follows.

(1) Fingerprints are unique features of the human body, and they are complex
enough to provide features for identification.

(2) The reliability can be improved through registering and identifying more fin-
gerprints from different fingers. Up to ten fingerprints can be taken, and each
fingerprint is unique.

(3) The speed of fingerprint scanning is very fast, and it is very convenient to use.
(4) When reading a fingerprint, the user must directly touch the fingerprint sam-

pling machine with the finger.
(5) Direct contact with a fingerprint sampling machine is the most reliable method

to collect human biological characteristics.
(6) The fingerprint sampling machine is smaller and cheaper than other sampling

machines.

Above all, the adoption of biometric information can greatly improve the reli-
ability of user identification and significantly reduce the probability of user feature
information being stolen.

4.4.2 Introduction of Each Module

In the sovereignty network, the authentication system based on real identity and
biometric characteristics includes three modules: identity chain, Content
Management (CM) module, sovereignty network client and handheld terminals.

1. Identity Chain

The identity chain uses the blockchain based on PoV consensus as the underlying
storage system to store the user’s identity information, public key, and part of the
encrypted identity information. Identity information refers to symbols that can be
individually mapped to a particular unique user, such as relevant certificates,
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fingerprints, iris images and face information. Depending on the requirements of
scenario with the need for high security, a location map of the off-chain storage can
be written on the block, which uses a secure off-chain storage scheme to store
identity information that the user refuses to disclose.

The identity chain also provides a client to query identity information. The
sovereignty network client or CM module obtains the corresponding identity
information with this client.

2. CM Module

CM module is responsible for completing user’s operations, such as adding,
deleting, modifying, searching, etc., as well as specific business, such as registra-
tion, login, logout, modification and deletion of identity information. Various
designs are adopted to protect the privacy and rights of the user. The addition and
deletion of the user are executed without the authorization of users, while the
modification and query of user information need its consent. In fact, the client needs
to generate the corresponding Access Token or the intermediate key in
re-encryption technology to indicate the obtained users’ permission.

During the registration process, CM module approves part of the user’s infor-
mation. Once approved, the summary is signed and returned to the client.
Meanwhile, as the verifier in the identity management scheme, CM module invokes
the identity chain of the client to write and query the identity. In addition, CM
encapsulates the third-party biological interface and works as the server for bio-
logical characteristics authentication. Since the variety of proposed biological
authentication methods in the sovereignty network, the CM module determines
which authentication method the user uses for login.

3. Sovereignty Network Client and Handheld Terminals

The client is responsible for collecting and maintaining the corresponding hardware
and software information, and the handheld terminal uses the interface of the
biological verification facility in the form of APP to collect the initialization data
and biological information during verification. The handheld terminal adopts
Android system to develop Android applications and corresponding identity
authentication applications for the sovereignty network client.

In addition, during the registration, the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is
adopted in the client to generate the corresponding public and private key pairs, and
then issue a request after CM approval. The approval public key, client information
and identity information are written to the identity chain. Then the erasure code
technology is used by the client to split the private key into n blocks, which will be
stored on trusted devices respectively. While restoring the private key, m blocks are
requested from the corresponding devices to decode the complete private key. In
this way, MIN enhances the stability of the private key storage with low storage
overhead.
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4.4.3 Application Scenarios

1. Handheld Terminal Authorization

As shown in Fig. 4.16, the process of handheld terminal authorization is as
follows.

(1) The end-host device sends a request to CM for obtaining the public key of CM.
(2) The end-host generates the public and private keys and unique information,

then encrypts the information with CM’s public key and sends a request to CM.
(3) CM writes the identity information of the device into the blockchain.
(4) Blockchain returns the feedback of written information.
(5) CM returns the result to the end-host.

2. User Registration

As shown in Fig. 4.17, the user registration process is as follows:

(1) The client first sends a request for CM’s public key.
(2) The relevant information (i.e., name, account number, ID number, etc.) is

provided from the client’s registration screen, and iris images are input through
the iris sampling device. The client then generates public and private key pairs.
The private key is encoded into n pieces by erasure code (n is configurated by

Fig. 4.16 Authorization of end-host
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operation staff), and is stored in trusted devices. It is worth mentioning that
MIN would provide a local disk to store private keys if the user does not
provide any equipment.

(3) After the client encrypts iris images with its public key followed by a signature
made by the private key, it uses CM’s public key to encrypt the ciphertext of
iris images again and sends it to CM server. After the CM server receives the
registration information submitted by the client, it returns the link to submit the
user’s biometric information to the client.

(4) The client generates the corresponding Quick Response (QR) code and sends it
to the handheld terminal. The QR code contains the client’s public key which is
bound with the client by the user.

(5) The user scans the QR code with a handheld terminal to log in with the identity
information, and collects fingerprints, faces and other information. After all the
signs are collected, then they are encrypted using the public key of CM and sent
to the CM server with other encrypted information.

Fig. 4.17 The process of user registration
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(6) The registration information received by CM server is automatically approved
by the system. If validation passes, CM will store the identity information into
the blockchain.

(7) The blockchain feeds back the results to CM.
(8) CM returns information to the client about whether the registration is successful

or not.

3. User Login

As shown in Fig. 4.18, the process of user login is as follows:

(1) The user enters the user name and password. Then the client uses its private key
and CM’s public key to generate the re-encryption key. The re-encryption key
cannot be used to invert the user’s private key and CM’s public key, but can be
decrypted with CM’s private key.

Fig. 4.18 The process of user login
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(2) The client uses CM’s public key to encrypt user name, password, re-encryption
key and hardware and software information, and sends the ciphertext to CM.

(3) The CM module searches for the corresponding information on the blockchain
according to the user ID. The query result is sent to CM and stored in the cache
after being decrypted with the private key of CM.

(4) The CM module sends the link of physical verification to the client according to
the policy set by administrators. Then the client generates the QR code.

(5) The handheld terminal scans the QR code and sends its public key and binding
information to CM.

(6) The CM encrypts the feature information with the public key of the handheld
terminal and returns it to the handheld terminal, which authenticates biometric
characteristics such as fingerprint, face and iris.

(7) The handheld terminal sends the feedback result of authentication to the CM
module.

(8) If the authentication is successful, CM sends a notification to allow the client to
mount the file system. Otherwise, the login fails. The mount process is the same
as the NFS mount process.

4. User Identity Information Modification and Deletion
(1) Modification of user information.

• If the user needs to re-enter biological information, the process is similar to
the registration process.

• If the user needs to modify the biological information, the client would send
the corresponding information to the CM module, and CM would re-write
the updated identity information on the blockchain.

(2) Deletion of user information. According to the user ID, the CM module writes
the information representing the deleting behavior to the blockchain.

4.5 Privacy Protection and Network Management

The broadcasting network is used as an application example of the sovereignty
network, which needs to protect user privacy while managing users. Hence, the
sovereignty network introduces blockchain technology, asymmetry encryption
technology, privacy protection strategy and other technologies [14, 15].

In addition to the above technologies, the sovereignty network set up electronic
visas. When a user of a sovereignty subnet wants to access the content of another
sovereignty subnet, he or she needs to apply for an electronic visa for the target
sovereignty subnet. Access to the resource in the sovereignty subnet is only pos-
sible with visa information.
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4.5.1 Electronic Visas of Sovereignty Network

Each country independently builds its own sovereignty network and has full
autonomy. To access the content of a country’s sovereignty web, users in other
countries must first apply for an electronic visa, and then carry the successfully
applied visa for the visit. At the same time, the country can control visa permissions
and design access rules for content, such as making it off-limits to foreign users. In
this way, cyberspace corresponds to reality, just as the Internet customs. It can not
only realize the mutual access between countries, but also manage and control the
access behavior. See Sect. 5.4.2 for a detailed description of certificate acquisition
and access to network content through certificates.

4.5.2 Asymmetric Encryptions

Existing content centric network architectures typically use “verifiable names” for
data requests. In other words, each name must contain how its publisher’s public
key is acquired, as well as the publisher’s signature of the name and content. Before
the data message is cached by the routing node or received by the requester, its
signature information must be verified to ensure the integrity, security and relia-
bility of the name and content.

There are frequent public key requests in the network. In order to save bandwidth
resources and reduce the transmission pressure of the network, the sovereignty
network adopts the public and private key generation scheme based on the identity
identification and combination matrix. The scheme is briefly described as follows:

The cryptosystem we adopt is Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). In ECC, if
the base point G on the elliptic curve and its order n are given, the positive integer
r\n is the private key, and the r times G point rG ¼ R is used as the public key. It
is easy to calculate R by R;Gð Þ, but it is not computationally feasible to solve r by
R;Gð Þ because the discrete logarithm problem of elliptic curve is difficult. The
private key matrix ðrijÞm�n is m� n order, where every element rij is a positive
integer satisfying rij\n. The public key matrix ðRijÞm�n can be generated by the
corresponding relation rijG ¼ Rij. The private key matrix is only held by the
authority of key management and used for the distribution of the user’s private key.
The public key matrix is held by each network node and used for data signature
authentication.

As shown in Fig. 4.19, the key management agency generates the user’s private
key rID with the user’s identity ID and private key matrix ðrijÞ.

For example, the generation of the private key can be implemented in the fol-
lowing way. Through cryptographic chip and cryptography, each identity ID can
uniquely generate a sequence, as shown below.
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GenerateSub IDð Þ ¼ i1; i2; . . .; il; j1; j2; . . .; jlf g ð4:10Þ

The private key corresponding to ID is the sum of the corresponding items in the
private key matrix:

rID ¼ ri1j1 þ ri2j2 þ � � � þ riljl ð4:11Þ

Similarly, the public key corresponding to the ID can be calculated by the
verifier using the public key matrix and the identity ID

RID ¼ Ri1j1 þRi2j2 þ � � � þRiljl ð4:12Þ

Because the multiple points of G form an exchange group,

rIDG ¼ ri1j1 þ ri2j2 þ . . .riljl
� �

G

¼ri1j1Gþ ri2j2Gþ . . .riljlG

¼Ri1j1 þRi2j2 þ . . .Riljl

¼RID

ð4:13Þ

Fig. 4.19 The process of generating the private key
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Therefore, rID;RIDð Þ constitutes the private-public key pair relationship. In this
way, the one-one mapping between the identity and the public key is completed,
which ensures the superintendence and traceability of network behaviors. On the
other hand, the proposed method could avoid frequent requests for public keys and
improves network performance.

4.5.3 Privacy Preserving Policy

When all user terminals request the network to register an identity identifier, they
need to bind the corresponding identity information to ensure the normal operation
and maintenance of the network. The user generates the identity certificate with a
specific hash function and the user identity information. The system sends the
user’s public key to the supervisor node. The user signs the identity registration
request with his own identity certificate and sends it to the supervision node
together with the identity registration request. After the identity registration request
is received, the supervisor node first uses the same hash function to verify the user’s
legitimacy, and then uses the user’s public key to decrypt the additional signature.
The supervisor node compares the two hash values. If they are the same, then the
signature can be proved to come from the user, and the identity registration request
is confirmed by the supervisor node. The sovereignty network stores the user’s
identity certificate in a distributed database, ensuring that the identity can be traced
and monitored later. At the same time, the sovereignty network requires that all
identities must be registered before they can be routed through the network. In
addition, the identity information of the publisher must be added when the identity
is registered, which can effectively reduce the spread of illegal prohibited content in
the network, including but not limited to the dark web of traditional IP networks
and personal privacy data. Screening for banned content can further protect users’
privacy.

The sovereignty network also introduces a permission management policy.
Content posted by users will be graded. When users access network resources,
access rights can be determined according to their identity information. This can
help administrators implement user management, such as restricting the daily online
and gaming time of students and other certain groups. Classification of Internet
content can effectively protect the physical and mental health of minors and pro-
mote the reasonable and compliant development of Internet content.

4.6 Security Situation Awareness System

In addition to the internal security mechanisms of the sovereignty network, in order
to further guarantee security and controllability, we come up with a security situ-
ation awareness system. This system breaks through the multi-platform security
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perception problem to work in a variety of networks, and adopts multiple tech-
nologies to maintain and improve the accuracy and expandability. Specifically, the
proposed security situation awareness system is also deployed on MIRs, which
coheres to the safety perception and routing service. In this way, the security
situation awareness system is no longer just bypass detection equipment. It isolates
and records the malicious packets for the first time without human intervention.
After detecting, the malicious behaviors and the related user information will be
automatically transmitted to the MIS system, then the MIS system will automati-
cally intercept and submit them for manual review. In addition, the complete log-
ging function is provided, which will be periodically audited by the system. If an
abnormal condition is discovered, the system demerits the user and provides the
information to the administrator for further processing. The last line of defense for
security monitoring is served by the administrator.

4.6.1 Innovative Points

• Adaptable to multiple network systems: The proposed system can work in a
variety of networks. It can not only be proposed for the existing IP network, but
also can adapt to a variety of future network architectures, such as MIN.

• Real-time packet analysis based on big data: The proposed system based on
big data technology analyzes various dimensions of massive security data to
perceive existing and possible security threats at various levels.

• Artificial intelligence-based model: Advanced machine learning, deep learning
and swarm intelligence optimization algorithm are employed to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of analysis.

• User-friendly front ends: The proposed system can display the analysis in
real-time through the front-end from multiple perspectives, so that the admin-
istrator can perceive the security situation clearly and intuitively.

• Multi-dimension intrusion detection: We propose a complete detection model,
including three parts of detection based on network flow, host and behavior of
users. Through the detection of multiple objects, the ability of continuously
monitoring the network security is improved. Thus, it is easier for administrators
to find network anomalies in time, and quickly speculate the attack purpose,
attack means, attack path and impact range, so as to minimize network risks and
losses.

• Reliable storage technology based on blockchain: Blockchain technology is
used to store and accurately locate events to prevent attackers from tampering
with attack behavior logs. Hence network administrators can make more cred-
ible risk status assessments and future development trend predictions.
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4.6.2 Technical Terms

• TF-IDF: Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency, a commonly used
weighting technique for information retrieval and text mining to assess the
importance of a word to a document in a set of documents or a corpus.

• ANN: Artificial Neural Network, which has good adaptability, self-learning and
nonlinear approximation ability.

• Novelty detection: There are no outliers in the training data, and the model is
used to detect the outliers in the new sample.

• One-class SVM: One-Class Support Vector Machine, one type of support
vector machine, which uses an unsupervised learning method and does not need
to manually mark the output labels of the training set.

• PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization, an evolutionary calculation method derived
from the behavior simulation of bird predation, which has a swarm intelligence
optimization algorithm with strong global optimization ability.

4.6.3 Application Scenarios

The security situation awareness system can be applied not only in the traditional IP
network, but also in the MIN architecture. The following takes MIN as an example
to introduce its main application scenarios. The network topology is shown in
Fig. 4.20.

If the internal MIN communicates with the external IP network, a MIN packet
containing IP resource requests will be sent out, which will be translated by the
Edge Multi-Identifier Router (EMIR). The corresponding IP network resources will
be requested. After receiving the corresponding response, it is encapsulated by the
EMIR, and forwarded as a MIN packet again. However, if the users of the external
network want to access the resources of the internal MIN, they are allowed to use
the client of MIN to communicate with MIN through pure MIN traffic after the
authentication of the certificate layer by layer.

The security situation awareness system is applied to EMIRs. While security
awareness of MIN network is carried out, IP traffic is also detected and analyzed.
During this process, the security situation awareness system is applied to two core
devices: the MIS servers and MIRs.

4.6.4 System Architecture

The security situation awareness system including four modules: Malicious Traffic
Detection Based on BP Neural Network, Anomaly Access Behavior Detection
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Based on One-class SVM, Security Situation Prediction Based on PSO-SVM,
Quantitative Hierarchical Threat Evaluation Model for Security Situation.

1. Malicious Traffic Detection Based on BP Neural Network

The DDoS detection based on a neural network provides the possibility to solve the
limitation of the traditional machine learning algorithms. The proposed system
based on the existing neural network algorithm analyzes the DDoS attack detection
theory, method and the local datasets. We build an attack traffic detection model
based on six characteristics such as the packet length, the packet sending time
interval, and the changing rate of packet length. Then a parameters optimization
scheme for adjusting the error of neural network is proposed through a large

Fig. 4.20 The topology of the application scenarios
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number of experiments. The above methods effectively improve the accuracy of
DDoS detection, and can be extended for other attack traffic detection, such as the
port scanning attack, by combining the detection mode of neural network with
statistical analysis.

For the process of feature extraction, the proposed system improves the accuracy
of DDoS attack detection while ensuring low resource consumption. After tagging,
normalization and feature extraction of the original data, the datasets that can be
transmitted to the neural network for training are obtained. Artificial Neural net-
work (ANN) [29] is employed as the detection model of DDoS attack detection.

When training multi-layer neural networks with sigmoid function, the traditional
gradient descent algorithm may cause tiny changes in weight and deviation, or even
be far away from their optimal values, because the gradient amplitude is too small.
The fast algorithm can solve the problem of local error trap. The network structure
of three-layer neural network is shown in Fig. 4.21.

Where Nin, Nhid and Nout represent the number of neurons in the input layer,
hidden layer and output layer respectively. Wihij represents the connection weight
between the ith neuron in the input layer and the jth neuron in the hidden layer.
Whojk represents the connection weight between the jth neuron in the hidden layer
and the kth neuron in the output layer.

80% of the datasets obtained from previous processing are used for training
neural network and 20% for attack detection. We compared the results of based and
modified algorithm. The results are shown in Table 4.5.

Fig. 4.21 The network structure of three-layer neural network [29]
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The results show that the proposed modified algorithm reduces the average
number of iterations by more than 50%. Therefore, the modified algorithm can
significantly shorten the detection time and improve the efficiency of DDoS attack
detection. At the same time, the modified algorithm also improves the average
intrusion detection accuracy by about 1.4%.

In order to verify the generalization ability of the model, the validation datasets
of the model are formed by combining the normal flow data collected and the
manual DDoS flow data. The validation results are shown as follows (Table 4.6).

The results show that the multi-layer neural network combined with the statis-
tical characteristics of network traffic in this system is accurate and efficient.

2. Anomaly Access Behavior Detection Based on One-class SVM

We use anomaly access behavior detection based on white samples, and sample
learning is carried out through unsupervised or one-class SVM. The minimum
model that can fully express white samples is constructed as Profile to realize the
detection of anomaly requests.

We extract 150,000 normal requests from the network access log as the dataset
for model training, which is used to train the Profile of normal samples. More than
150,000 XSS, SQL injection and other payloads are collected from threat intelli-
gence platforms and other datasets as anomaly access requests. The
frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm is used to extract the

Table 4.5 The results of based and modified algorithm

Types of algorithms Average time spent
(ms)

Average number of
studies

Accuracy
(%)

Traditional three-layer
ANN

3027 2268 97

Improved three-layer
ANN

1494 919 98.4

Table 4.6 The results of validation model

Dataset
name

Number of
abnormal
traffic

The number of
abnormal traffic
detected

Total
abnormal
traffic
detected

Accuracy
(%)

Noise
factor
(%)

ddosData.
csv

733 733 743 100 0.13

ddosData2.
csv

1733 1733 1763 100 0.07

ddosData3.
csv

2111 2111 2111 100 0%
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text features and output them in the form of a matrix. TF-IDF is a common
weighted technology for information retrieval and text mining.

In the binary classification problem of exception request detection, we consider
learning the minimum boundary of a single class of samples through a single
classification model, and those outside the boundary are identified as exceptions.
The One-class SVM in machine learning is used to identify the anomaly access
requests in the system, which fits the business scenario and requirements.

The results of detection are shown in Table 4.7.
The results show that the one-class SVM model trained by white sample datasets

is feasible and effective in detecting anomaly access behaviors.

3. Security Situation Prediction Based on PSO-SVM

The proposed system predicts the security situation based on the nonlinear time
series, and comprehensively analyzes the historical law of security situation to
predict the future security situation within a certain period of time or at a certain
moment, which fits well the business scenarios and requirements. On this basis, a
network security situation prediction model named PSO-SVM is proposed, which
combines Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Support Vector Machines
(SVM). PSO-SVM is used to effectively on small sample data to forecast the trend
of value.

When constructing the dataset, the value of security situation is regarded as a
simple time sequence, in which each monitoring point corresponds to a value of
network security situation. Those values constitute a nonlinear time series. In order
to predict this nonlinear security situation time series, we need to find the rela-
tionship between the security situation value at the moment iþ p and the security
situation value at the previous p moments xi; xiþ 1; . . .; xiþ p�1

� 	
. In other words, we

need to explore the function xiþ p ¼ f xi; xiþ 1; . . .; xiþ p�1
� �

. Function f is a non-
linear function and represents the nonlinear relationship along time series.
According to the theory of SVM, the function f can be obtained by learning and
training several groups of known samples of security situation time series.

The PSO-SVM prediction model dynamically generates the security situation
sample set with a sliding window algorithm. The corresponding network security
situation value of monitoring point 1; 2; . . .; n is a1; a2; . . .; an. If the size of window

Table 4.7 The results of detection

Dataset
name

Number of
abnormal
traffic

The number of
abnormal traffic
detected

Total
abnormal
traffic
detected

Accuracy
(%)

Noise
factor
(%)

bad_fromE.
txt

4027 4027 4027 100 0

ddosData2.
csv

46,083 45,908 45,908 100 99.6
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is set to be m, the 1st sample record is a1; a2; . . .; am. Hence, the network security
situation value at monitoring point mþ 1 is amþ 1. Then the second sample is
constructed to record a2; a3; . . .; amþ 1, and the situation value of network security at
monitoring point mþ 2 is amþ 2, and so on. In the proposed system the m is set to be
3, and the size of sliding window is set to be 3. At the same time, in order to prevent
the accumulation of errors, when the proposed model is used to predict the security
situation value at a certain time point t in the future, the predicted value at time
t will be covered by the actual security situation value, if the security situation value
before time point t � k has been calculated according to the practical situation.

The method of constructing the sample set is shown in Fig. 4.22.
The proposed model combines the SVM model based on statistical learning

theory. Compared with the neural network model, this model is currently the best
small sample statistical and learning scheme, which solves the problems of
over-learning, nonlinear and dimensional disasters. In addition, SVM adopts the
principle of structural risk minimization, and the whole solution process is trans-
formed to a convex quadratic programming problem to obtain the global optimal
and unique solution, which overcomes some shortcomings of neural network.

In the training process, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to optimize
the parameters of SVM and ensure the accuracy of predictive data. In this algo-
rithm, each solution of the optimization problem is called a particle, and an adaptive
function is defined to measure the superiority of each particle. A group of particles
and the velocity of particles are randomly initialized, then each particle travels in a
swarm based on its own “flight experience” with other particles to search for the
optimal solution from the whole space.

The process of security situation prediction is shown in Fig. 4.23.
Lots of experiments show that the proposed model predicts the security trend in

the future for a period of time providing us with a forward-looking of the network
security situation, which helps us to take preventive measures in advance according
to the security situation.

There are some limitations in processing small samples with neural network,
such as that it is easy to fall into the local minimum point and the convergence
speed is slow. Considering the above limitations and the strong linear features of
network security situation values, we study the feature of the SVM method to use
the mathematical advantage of processing nonlinear data, small sample data. Then a
complex nonlinear fitting model is built which is more suitable for network security
situation dataset. The proposed PSO-SVM combined with PSO guarantees the
fast-global optimization and nonlinear fitting. Based on the periodic characteristics
of network security situation, periodic grouping and prediction are carried out.

4. Quantitative Hierarchical Threat Evaluation Model for Security Situation

Combined with the application scenario of MIN boundary router, we adopt the
hierarchical security situation quantitative awareness model of bottom-to-up,
local-to-overall strategy. The security situation is evaluated from three aspects:
abnormal event, host situation and network situation. Except the statistics of alarm
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frequency, alarm severity and network bandwidth consumption rate, the proposed
method weights the importance factor of service and host, and calculates the threat
index of service, host and the whole network to evaluate and analyze the security
threat situation.

The threat index is calculated as follows:

RSj tð Þ ¼ f ~h; ~Cj tð Þ;~Aj tð Þ; ~N tð Þ;~Ad tð Þ

 �

¼~h � ~Cj tð Þ � 10~Aj tð Þ þ 100~N tð Þ � 10~Ad tð Þ

 �

ð4:14Þ

where vector ~h ¼ h1; . . .; hhð Þ represents the normal traffic, and h is the number of

time periods a day divided into. The initial element value of ~h is assigned by the
system administrator according to the average normal traffic Fi i ¼ 1; . . .; hð Þ of the
protected network system in different time periods. After the average visits are

quantified, the element value of ~h is obtained as follows:

hi ¼ FiPh
t¼1 Ft

ð4:15Þ

Vector ~Aj tð Þ ¼ ~Aj1; . . .;~Ajt; . . .;~Ajh


 �
and vector ~Cj tð Þ ¼ ~Cj1; . . .; ~Cjt; . . .; ~Cjh

� �
describe the attack severity and occurrence times at time t respectively. The types
and values of these elements are obtained by counting the attack event log database.

~N tð Þ ¼ ~N1; . . .; ~Nt; . . .; ~Nh
� �

represents the network bandwidth utilization and

~Ad tð Þ ¼ ~Ad1; . . .;~Adt; . . .;~Adh


 �
represents the threat level vector of DoS attack.

Their elements ~Ni vð Þ ¼ ~Ni1 ; ~Ni2 ; . . .; ~Niv

� �
and ~Adi vð Þ ¼ ~Adi1 ;~Adi2 ; . . .;~Adiv


 �

Fig. 4.23 The process of security situation prediction
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i ¼ 1; . . .; hð Þ represent the network bandwidth utilization and the DoS threat level
vector of each time window in the i time period respectively. v is the number of
analysis event windows in the ith period. The coefficient is set as 100 for converting
the occupancy rate into an integer to evaluate the threat of DoS attack. Combining
with Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), we set the threat level of
malicious events such as DDoS and scanning behavior. CPU utilization increases
more rapidly than bandwidth utilization when attack events occur. Hence, we not
only take advantage of bandwidth utilization, but also add CPU utilization to the
evaluation.

This scheme is more stable and efficient than the situation awareness algorithm
based on machine learning, and avoids some deviation. In addition, we combine the
application scenario of MIN and adopt the situation awareness consist of IP net-
work threat situation and host threat situation including MIN network awareness.
The real-time evaluation of the system security makes the evaluation results
completer and more appropriate.

The results of experiments show that the proposed hierarchical network security
situation quantitative awareness model can intuitively display the security threat
situation of the entire server, so that network administrators can timely understand
the security situation and find out the reasons for security changes to adjust security
policies. In this way, the maximal security of the system is guaranteed. Moreover,
the evolution rule of security situation can be obtained from the long-term curve,
which evaluates the threat of common network attacks and frees administrators
from the heavy task of alarm data analysis.

4.7 Security Analysis

To construct the sovereignty network, one of the main focuses is to ensure network
security, especially the security of core components. This section will analyze the
anti-attacking strategy and security of the sovereignty network.

4.7.1 Security Mechanisms

To guarantee security, the IP network is not included in the sovereignty network.
The most obvious differences between the devices in the sovereignty network and
the existing system is the addition of the ID-ICN router and Edge Multi-Identifier
Router (EMIR) in the sovereignty network, which form the first two levels of the
defending barriers of the sovereignty network.

An ID-ICN router is a router that supports addressing of identity and content
identifiers and network data inter-translation. When a user retrieves certain content,
if the content is within the sovereignty network, the content identifier and user’s
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real address would be translated first on the ID-ICN router, and then the data would
be transferred in the identity centric network.

EMIR not only has the packet forwarding function as the ordinary MIR but also
works as a two-way access interface between the IP network and the sovereignty
network. On the other hand, the content that arrives at the node is initially reviewed
and filtered through relevant content audit procedures installed in EMIR, such as AI
content audit procedures. Through these two mechanisms, the outside network
attacks can be isolated to ensure the security of the sovereignty network. If the user
asks for content in the external network, the content identifier and the IP address
would be inter-translated on the EMIR of the sovereignty network, then the request
would be transported to the content source. If the requested content is in the
sovereignty network of other countries, multi-identifiers would be inter-translated at
the EMIRs of the sovereignty network, and then the data would be transmitted in
the identity centric network.

The third level is CMD architecture, which is the core component in the
sovereignty network.

In brief, security mechanisms in the sovereignty network mainly include the
protective mechanisms such as EMIR, blockchain technology, asymmetric
encryption, and security gain brought by data transmission through the
identify-centered network; link protection consisting of security mechanisms of
ID-ICN routers such as AI detection and packet detection [16]. And security
devices such as cyberspace mimic routers, firewalls, and distributed storage systems
[16, 17]. These anti-attacking mechanisms provide a high secure system. The
framework of security mechanisms is shown in Fig. 4.24.

4.7.2 Security Mechanism of Network Architecture

Because the sovereignty network is built based on the identity centric network, it
has certain defense capability. The data transmission mode in the identity centric
network is different from the existing IP network. The sovereignty network filters
access information through EMIR first. Only the content is actively requested by
users in the internal network can be accessed through EMIR. In other words, the
attacker cannot scan, attack, or even send malicious information into the sover-
eignty network continuously as in the IP network.

In the sovereignty network, after real-name registration, users need to pull data
from the network with their signatures. For data requested by internal users, its
contents and requesters are recorded by blockchain log. In case of any abnormal
circumstances, the system traces back and does accountability according to the
blockchain log, so as to ensure the authenticity and reliability of the information. To
a certain extent, the system avoids malicious operations by intranet users.

In Fig. 4.24, the security mechanism mainly relies on cryptography technologies
such as the identity authentication. The attack difficulty of existing encryption
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algorithms has reached exponential level. For example, it would take decades to run
the most powerful supercomputers to break the common RSA algorithm [18, 19].

The difficulty of cracking the RSA algorithm is related to the length of the key.
For an RSA algorithm with public key e and module n, the complexity of the brute
force attack is O neð Þ [20]. The most common way to break RSA is through fac-
torization. When the key length is 256 bits or less, a high-speed computer can
successfully factor it in one day. A long key length will increase the factorization
time. In 1999, a Cray supercomputer took five months to factor a 512-bit key. Ten
years later, on December 9, 2009, some researchers reported that they had factored
768-bit and 232-bit RSA keys, and it took thousands of times longer to factor a
768-bit RSA key than a 512-bit one. It takes 1000 times longer to factor the current
commonly used 1024-bit key than a 768-bit key, so 1024-bit keys can still meet
security requirements in a short period [21].

With current computing power, it takes two years to factor a 1024-bit key, and
80 years to factor a 2048-bit key. Hence, we assume that the attacking time is
50 years, then the attack success rate per second is calculated as 6.43 � 10−10.

Fig. 4.24 The security mechanisms in sovereignty network
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4.7.3 Security Mechanism of Network Links

The attack chain is formed of two parts, including the nodes between EMIR and the
content request node, and the nodes between the content request nodes to network
core components the attackers need to breakthrough. The attack process at this stage
is mainly the dissemination of malicious information in the internal links of the
sovereignty network, which is regarded as a random walk on the attack chain [22].

After the requested content is pulled into the sovereignty network, it will go
through multiple filtering mechanisms between EMIR and the content request node,
such as firewall, packet detection, text, audio, image and video recognition detec-
tion, and natural language processing. Between the content request node and net-
work core components, the transmitted content is filtered through a series of human
censorship mechanisms. An attacker needs to break through levels of protection to
reach the target, namely core network components.

The complete network link consists of many filters. If attackers want to attack
core components along the attack chain, attackers need to attack each filter along
the attack chain. The attacker advances along the attack chain, and each successful
escape from a filter leads one step forward along the attack chain. If the attacker is
captured by a filter, it goes back along the attack chain. If the attacker neither
succeeds in the attack nor is caught by the filter, it stays on the node. This approach
that next stage is only related to the present state and the range of the next move is
consistent with the characteristics of Markov chains. Therefore, the Markov chain
and Martingale [23] are used to model and solve this problem.

The probability of escaping from a filter is denoted as l, and the number of the
node in the attack chain is denoted as h. The probability of capturing the attacker is
x. We assume that the attacker has escaped from k nodes, for example, he stays at
the kth node (Fig. 4.25).

The attack process is denoted as a matrix Mh�h. The element Mi;j represents the
probability that the attacker has escaped from the ith filter and his target changes to
the jth filter. During the attack, the attacker moves along the attack chain. After
conquering a node, the attacker will get the information of the next node. During
the attack, the single node attack can be successful only if the attack being captured.
The attack has three directions: going back to the last node, going forward to the
next node, and staying at the present node. The transition probability is as follows:

(1) Going back to the last node (Mi,i−1 = x). No matter whether the attacker
escapes from the device, as long as the system detects the attacker, the attack

Fig. 4.25 The Markov chain
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will not be able to be carried out and the attacker must fall back to the previous
device.

(2) Going forward to the next node (Mi,i+1=(1 − x)µ). The probability of no
effective detection is (1 − x). And the probability of the attacker escaping from
the filter is µ. Hence, the probability that the attacker escaping from this filter
without effective detection is obtained as Mi,i+1=(1 − x)µ.

(3) Staying at the present node (Mi,i= (1 − x)(1 − µ)). The attacker stays at the
same node in the next time slot if the attacker does not escape and be captured.

The Markov chain X0;X1;X2; . . .;Xn denotes a set of random variables, in which
XiðXi 2 ½0; h�;X0 ¼ 0Þ denotes the position attacker staying at the start of the ith
time slot. If the attacker stays at the kth device, the possibility of the next stage is
denoted as follows:

P Xnþ 1 ¼ kþ 1jXn ¼ kf g ¼ 1� xð Þl ð4:16Þ

P Xnþ 1 ¼ kjXn ¼ kf g ¼ 1� xð Þ 1� lð Þ ð4:17Þ

P Xnþ 1 ¼ k � 1jXn ¼ kf g ¼ x ð4:18Þ

Hence,

E½Xnþ 1jXn� ¼ 1� xð Þl kþ 1ð Þþ 1� xð Þ 1� lð Þkþx k � 1ð Þ
¼ kþ 1� xð Þl� x

ð4:19Þ

According to the above Markov chain, we can build another set of random
variables M0;M1;M2; � � � ;Mn, where

Mi ¼ Xi � 1� xð Þl� x½ � � i ð4:20Þ

The Mn can be proofed to be a Martingale related to X0;X1;X2; . . .;Xn.
If the attacker escaping from a filter with probability l, and be captured with

probability x, for an attack chain with h nodes, the steps before the attacker
assesses the target node, for example, the production and broadcasting platform
located at the hth node is:

E S½ � ¼ h
1� xð Þl� x½ � ð4:21Þ

Therefore, the steps which the attacker assesses the production and broadcasting
network is represented by E[S], which can be calculated with h, x, and l. In this
way, the quantitative relationship between the limit probability and system
parameters is obtained [22].
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4.7.4 Security Mechanism of Core Components

For the core components, we adopt the CMD (Cyber Mimic Defense) security
mechanism, which stores the data in a distributed system redundantly. Each inde-
pendent server is regarded as an executor, and multiple heterogeneous-structure
executants perform the same task independently. Their running results are sent to
the arbitrator, which will output a result according to the above results. In the
section, we take a system with three executors as an example [24] (Fig. 4.26).

A Generalized Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) model is established, where all the
surviving executors are under attack. The failure order of different executors can be
inferred based on their attacking difficulty, but that will make the analysis complex.
Ignoring the slight differences caused by different attack orders, the simplified
GSPN model is shown in Fig. 4.27, assuming that the executor is successfully
attacked in the order of No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3.

Places denoted as circles represent the different states of the system. Place Pix

consists of the element i and x, where i represents the number of compromised
executors and x represents the state of attacked executors. There are five states of
compromised executors, including working (W), compromising minor executors
(B), compromising the most of executors without a consistent result (C), com-
promising the most of executors with a consistent result (D), and compromising all
of the executors with a consistent result (E). The most dangerous phase is PE, which
means that all executors are tampered with the same result, namely the production
and broadcasting system is destroyed.

Transitions represent the different behaviors of a defender or attacker who
changes the system between different states. The transitions can be divided into the
immediate transition measured by probability and the timed transition measured by
the delay of behavior. Immediate transition and timed transition are represented by
a solid rectangle and hollow rectangle respectively. Transition tijx indicates that the

Fig. 4.26 The CMD architecture
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behavior x turns the system from the states with i compromised executors to the
states with j compromised executors. There are six behaviors of the arbitrator,
including attacking (a), driving out the compromised executors (e), mistakenly
driving out the innocent executors (m), stopping and replacing all the living
executors with new ones (s), random disturbance (d), and arbitration (j).

We assign values and use SPNP to simulate the proposed GSPN model. If the
probability of random disturbance is set to 0.01%, the steady-state probability of
breaking the CMD production and broadcasting system is calculated as
1.30 � 10−6. The defenders can reasonably choose random disturbance frequency
according to their security requirements. Different random disturbance frequency
corresponds to different steady-state probability of breaking the system. The cor-
respondence between the disturbance frequency and the probability of failure is
shown in Table 4.8. In this way, the result is obtained as [25].

Fig. 4.27 The GSPN model

Table 4.8 The relationship of disturbance frequency and probability of failure

Disturbance
frequency

0.001 0.0001 0.00001 0.000001 0.0000001

Failure
probability

1.296 � 10−7 1.296 � 10−6 1.296 � 10−5 1.296 � 10−4 1.295 � 10−3
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4.7.5 Security Gain Brought by Sovereignty Network

We assume an attacker from the external network, whose attacking process is
shown in Fig. 4.28.

For the third level, when the random disturbance probability is 0.0001, the
steady-state probability of breaking the CMD production and broadcasting system
is calculated as 1.30 � 10−6.

For the second level, we assume that there are five filters with the same effec-
tiveness (i.e., x1 ¼ x2 ¼ x3 ¼ x4 ¼ x5 ¼ 0:137931) and the attacker escapes
from each filter with probability l ¼ 0:160. Then we have

E S½ � ¼ h
1� xð Þl� x½ � ¼ 1:25� 108 ðsÞ ð4:22Þ

Considering the filtering effect of the first two levels, the time of breaking the
system is expected to be 1.517 � 1023 s. In other words, it takes 4.8 � 1015 years
to break the system on average.

Hence, for a sovereignty network with a five-level filtering mechanism,
three-redundancy of CMD production and broadcasting system and 0.0001 dis-
turbance frequent, when the filtering failure rate of each device is 0.16 (i.e., 1.6 out
of 10 malicious messages can escape on average), the failure time of production and
broadcasting system reaches 4.8 � 1015 years. This calculation result is obtained
under an obvious loose attack condition leading to an enlarged attack success rate.

Fig. 4.28 The attacking process in sovereignty network
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However, in practical application, the success rate of each filtering operation is
much higher than 14%, and the attack success rate of a single executor is far less
than 100%. Hence in the sovereignty network, the failure time of the core system is
also longer than 4.8 � 1015 years. The corresponding relationship between the
disturbance frequency and the time to break a sovereignty network is shown in
Table 4.9.

4.7.6 Conclusion

According to the above analysis, the sovereignty network can adjust its configu-
ration to realize more effective defense.

Defenders can adopt a less costly configuration in a safe environment. In the
circumstances, although an attacker could theoretically break into the system, it
would cost millions of years and would not be feasible in reality. When the network
environment is poor, the defending cost of the sovereignty network can be
improved to exchange for higher security. In the circumstances, the successful time
of the theoretical attack is longer. That is to say, the attacker can’t break into the
system.

By various security mechanisms, the sovereignty network has successfully
reversed the imbalance between attackers and defenders. Protected by the set of
proposed technologies, including identity centric network system, blockchain,
EMIRs, as well as CMD technology, the production and broadcasting network and
other important subnetworks of the sovereignty network can work at a high level of
security.

4.8 Transmission Control

The transmission mode of the traditional TCP/IP network is defined as end-to-end
communication in the push semantic. However, with the popularity of the Internet
and the exponential growth of data quantity, users are more concerned about how to
obtain the content, and don’t care about the location of the content producers. To
solve this problem, the content centric network with the pull semantic has been
proposed, which makes the network transmission mode compatible with the user
communication requirements.

Table 4.9 The relationship of disturbance frequency and the failure time

Disturbance
frequency

0.001 0.0001 0.00001 0.000001 0.0000001

Attack time (year) 4.8 � 1016 4.8 � 1015 4.8 � 1014 4.8 � 1013 4.8 � 1012
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Considering the progressive deployment of the sovereignty network and the
applications under different scenarios, we propose MIT, a transmission control
scheme based on MIN. MIT supports the transmission control in both the push
semantic and the pull semantic, realizes reliable data communication under different
business requirements of the sovereignty network. MIT detects congestion based on
the active queue management mechanism, and then signals it towards clients by
explicitly marking certain packets, so that clients can reduce their sending rates
according to the network congestion status. Meanwhile, MIT regulates the packet
forwarding rate at the output interface of the router via maintaining one virtual
queue per flow to guarantee the sufficient utilization of network resources.

4.8.1 MIT Design

MIT supports the transmission control in both the push semantic and the pull
semantic, which are defined as follows:

(1) Push Semantic

The push semantic is a host-oriented end-to-end transmission mode, the clients
subscribe previously the information and then the servers push to the clients the
available information. The whole data transmission process is dominated by the
sender, and the transmitted data will not be cached in the intermediate nodes of the
network. The client will check the data received from the server, if no mistake, the
client confirms this by sending a packet back to the server with the ack flag set. The
transmission control under the push semantic is represented by TCP, applies to the
Instant Messaging services, such as the real-time video conference, online chatting,
Internet telephony and other interaction scenarios.

(2) Pull Semantic

The pull semantic has emerged in recent years, as a content-oriented transmission
mode driven by the consumers of data. There are two packet types, the request
packet and the response packet. In this semantic, consumers pull response packets
by sending out request packets to the network. One response packet matches one
request packet, and both of them contain the name of the requested content. Any
content source node or intermediate node that satisfies the requirements can return
the requested data. The response packet returns along the opposite path of the
request packet and the content can be cached at the intermediate node according to
the caching strategy. The transmission control under the pull semantic has strong
scalability and is often used for content distribution, which can realize the efficient
reuse of network resources.

Based on the above concepts, we further define the concepts of flows in the push
semantic and pull semantic respectively.
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(1) Flows in Push Semantic

A flow in push semantic is composed of the one-way packets transmitted from the
sender to the receiver, and uses the service identifier to identify a flow. For
example, a conversation between Client1 and Client2, as shown in Fig. 4.29, one
flow from Client1 to Client2 and another flow from Client2 to Client1, both of
which are completely independent and unrelated. The direction of a flow is from
source to destination, and the upstream and downstream are defined according to
the direction of flow.

(2) Flows in Pull Semantic

A flow in pull semantic is composed of request packets and response packets for the
requested content, and uses the content name to identify a flow. As the Fig. 4.30
shows, the consumer issues the content request, and it hits the cache of the content
source (producer). We define the direction of the consumer as downstream, the
direction of the content source as upstream, and the request packet is forwarded
from the downstream to upstream. After hitting the content source, the response
packet containing the requested content will be sent to the consumer.

Both the client and the router are involved in the transmission control. In order to
realize the hop-by-hop shaping scheme, MIT maintains one virtual FIFO queue per
flow in each output interface, identified by the name of the identifier. We use f ij to
represent the flow j in output interface i, use qij to represent the virtual queue of flow

Fig. 4.29 Transmission in the push semantic

Fig. 4.30 Transmission in the pull semantic
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j in output interface i. Flows in the push semantic and the pull semantic are
associated with different virtual queues, identified by their identifiers.

Based on the above definition, MIT consists of four components:

(1) Active Congestion Detection: MIT directly detects congestion status in inter-
mediate nodes via the active queue management mechanism.

(2) Explicit Congestion Notification: After congestion detection, the router signals
congestion by marking packets, and the marked packets will be fed back to the
client.

(3) Hop-by-Hop Rate Shaping: The router dynamically adjusts the forwarding rate
according to the difference between the current transmission capacity of the
uplink and the downlink to achieve the hop-by-hop rate shaping.

(4) Client Rate Adjustment: The client dynamically adjusts the size of the con-
gestion window which is increased on unmarked packets and decreased on
marked ones.

4.8.2 Active Congestion Detection

CoDel algorithm is an AQM (Active Queue Management) mechanism. It detects
congestion by measuring the queuing delay (“sojourn time”) of each packet on its
outgoing links. If the minimum sojourn time over a time period (default: 100 ms)
exceeds a threshold (default: 5 ms), it considers this link as congested. CoDel
algorithm can effectively avoid the problem of queue size oscillation caused by the
burst traffic and keep the queue small as long as the buffer size of the router is set in
a reasonable range.

MIT uses the CoDel algorithm to actively detect congestion in intermediate
routers, and detects congestion by measuring the queuing delay (“sojourn time”) of
each packet on its outgoing links.

4.8.3 Explicit Congestion Notification

The network congestion is mainly caused by the excessively fast transmission rate
of the client, which makes the amount of data transmitted over the link exceed the
capacity of the link under the current network condition. Therefore, after the router
has detected network congestion, a mechanism is required to notify the client of the
current network congestion status, so that the client can reduce the transmission rate
to alleviate the network congestion.

Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) is a mechanism for signaling congestion
in TCP/IP network, an ECN-aware router may set a mark in the IP header instead of
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dropping a packet to signal impending congestion. The receiver of the packet
echoes the congestion indication to the sender, which reduces its transmission rate
as if it detected a dropped packet.

MIT notifies clients of the current network state via explicit congestion notifi-
cation, requiring an optional congestion mark field at the header of the packet to
record the congestion status of the network. When a router has detected congestion,
it will set the congestion field in the packet. The client judges the network status by
determining whether the received packet carries a congestion mark.

Through the explicit congestion notification, the congestion information carried
in the packet will be fed back to the client. For the flows in push semantic, after the
marked packet arrives at the receiver, the receiver will set the corresponding con-
gestion field in the ACK packet header, so that the congestion information in the
received packet can be fed back to the sender by the ACK packet. For the flows in
pull semantic, the response packet carried the congestion mark will be forwarded to
downstream nodes until it reaches the client.

4.8.4 Hop-by-Hop Rate Shaping

After congestion detection, the router will adjust the forwarding rate of the packet
through the hop-by-hop rate shaping mechanism. The details are as follows:

(1) When no congestion occurs on the outgoing queue of the router, it shows that
the resource utilization on the outgoing link doesn’t exceed the link capability.
At this moment, the router doesn’t enable the rate shaping mechanism.

(2) Once the router has detected that one of its outgoing links is congested, the state
of the corresponding output interface will be marked as congestion. Since MIT
requires to maintain one virtual FIFO queue per flow in each output interface,
the hop-by-hop rate shaping mechanism can adjust the forwarding rate of the
packet at the congested interface via its virtual queue. Therefore, the router will
dynamically adjust the forwarding rate according to the difference of the current
transmission capacity of the uplink and the downlink to achieve the hop-by-hop
rate shaping.

Notice that when the client stops sending packets, there may be some packets in
the virtual queue that have not yet been forwarded. To solve this problem, when a
flow stops sending packets, each router will detect whether the virtual queue of the
flow is empty, and if not, forwards the remaining packets in the virtual queue at the
last forwarding rate.

The above hop-by-hop rate shaping mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.31. N1 and
N2 are a pair of terminal nodes which adopt the push semantic. C and P are the
consumer and the producer respectively, which adopt the pull semantic. R1, R2, R3
and R4 are routers in the network. F1, F2 and F3 are interfaces on router R2. L1, L2
and L3 are links connected with interfaces F1, F2 and F3 respectively. Flow1 is a
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flow that adopts the push semantic and Flow2 is a flow that adopts the pull
semantic. Q1 is a virtual queue maintained for Flow1 at the interface F1 of router
R2, and Q2 is a virtual queue maintained for Flow2 at the interface F1 of router R2.

Assuming L1, L2 and L3 have the same capability, so the network congestion
may occur at bottleneck link L1. If router R2 has detected the link L1 is congested,
it will mark the status of interface F1 as congestion and maintain a virtual queue for
each flow passing through interface F1. For the Flow1 in the push semantic and
through the interface F1, packets will be queued in its virtual FIFO queue Q1 served
at the shaping rate. For the Flow2 in the pull semantic and through the interface F1,
request packets will be queued in its virtual FIFO queue Q2 served at the shaping
rate. The congestion on the link L1 will be alleviate quickly through the rate
shaping on the interface F1 of router R2 and the client rate adjustment based on
received marked packets.

4.8.5 Client Rate Adjustment

The client maintains a congestion window (specifying the maximum number of
inflight packets) for each flow, which is increased on unmarked packets and
decreased on marked ones. Through this rate adjustment mechanism, the client can
achieve the optimal sending rate and adjust it dynamically to adapt to the changing
network status. MIT can implement many classic loss-based TCP algorithms like
Reno, New Reno, HTCP, HSTCP, BIC, and CUBIC. The only difference to tra-
ditional TCP is that a window decrease is triggered not only by timeouts, but also

Fig. 4.31 The model of router rate shaping
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by marked packets. After experimenting with them, the CUBIC algorithm is
selected for the client rate adjustment mechanism in MIT.

Besides, to avoid the sharp reduction of the congestion window caused by the
burst traffic, the classic TCP SACK-based conservative loss recovery algorithm
were introduced in the client. When the client timer is timed out, MIT adopts the
conservative loss recovery algorithm to limit the decrease of the window: the client
performs at most one window decrease per RTT, so that MIT can prevent the
network oscillation caused by the burst traffic. When the client receives the marked
packet, the mechanism in Sect. 4.8.2 can effectively avoid too many packets are
marked. MIT doesn’t adopt the conservative loss recovery algorithm to restrict the
adjustment of the window for marked packets, so that the client can quickly
response to the network congestion.

4.9 Addressing Model for Space-Terrestrial Integrated
Networks

Although the terrestrial communication system has been developed rapidly in recent
years, its quality of service is subject to the surface morphology and natural dis-
asters. Satellite communication, which is not affected by time, place or environ-
ment, has gradually attracted people’s attention, and the Space-Terrestrial
Integrated Networks (FSTINs) has been formed to provide communication services
with high capacity and seamless coverage. In order to improve the performance of
the sovereignty network, we aim at constructing the Space-Terrestrial Integrated
Networks based on MIN. However, due to the multi-level construction of the
Space-Terrestrial Integrated Networks, as well as the particularity of satellite net-
work, it is subject to exposure of satellite nodes, openness of channels, intercon-
nection of heterogeneous networks, dynamic change of the topology height, large
delay of transmission, large variance of delay, limited capacity of on-board pro-
cessing, and so on.

The Space-Terrestrial Multi-Identifier Network-Virtual Private Network
(ST-MIN-VPN) is proposed based on MIN. The greedy routing strategy based on
hyperbolic routing technology is designed for terrestrial network, and the light-
weight distributed self-adaptive satellite routing algorithm based on delay is
designed for satellite networks with intersatellite links. Different routing schemes
and forwarding strategies are designed for different application scenarios. The
routing strategy and mobility management scheme of ST-MIN is shown in
Fig. 4.32.
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4.9.1 Hyperbolic Routing Algorithm in Terrestrial Networks

The identifier space of ST-MIN adopts the idea of hierarchy. The network domain
is divided into k levels, and the network topology of each level domain is mapped to
hyperbolic space respectively. MIS allocates the hyperbolic coordinate for each
edge router of domain, and uses each hyperbolic coordinate as the hyperbolic
identifier of each domain. Each node records its own hyperbolic identifier and its
neighbor nodes’ hyperbolic identifiers. We assume that the whole network domain
is divided into k levels, which is determined by actual requirements and stability of
topology. In each level, routers can support N network identifiers. MIS embeds each
level domain of terrestrial network into the hyperbolic space in order, so the
hyperbolic coordinate set Ri;Hið Þ, i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; k of each level domain can be
obtained. The divided network supports the network identifier space with Nk orders
of magnitude.

Take a three-level network as an example. Level-1 domain contains multiple
domain nodes. The network topology constituted by all nodes in the level-1 domain
is embedded into the hyperbolic space to obtain level-1 domain’s hyperbolic
coordinate set R1;H1ð Þ. As the hyperbolic identifier of nodes in the level-1 domain,
R1;H1ð Þ directs inter-domain routing between the level-1 domains. Each level-1
domain is divided into multiple level-2 domains, the network topology constituted
by the nodes in the level-2 domain is embedded into the hyperbolic space to obtain
the level-2 domain’s hyperbolic coordinate set R2;H2ð Þ, which directs inter-domain
routing in the level-2 domain. Because each level-2 domain belongs to a level-1
domain, its complete hyperbolic identifier is “ R1;H1ð Þ : R2;H2ð Þ”. Similarly, each
level-2 domain can be further divided into several level-3 domains. Users are
included in the level-3 domain.

At present, the mainstream algorithm of hyperbolic embedding is HyperMap
proposed by Papadopoulos [26]. It can embed a given real network topology
G (V, E) into the hyperbolic space and calculate the hyperbolic coordinates r; hð Þ of
the embedded nodes. The procedure of HyperMap Algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4.7.
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Algorithm 4.7: HyperMap Embedding Algorithm

Input:
Undirected connected Graph = ( , )

Output:
Hyperbolic coordinates ( , θ ) =1 ( = | |)

Begin
1: Sort node degrees in decreasing order 1 > 2 > ⋯ > with ties broken 

arbitrarily.

2: Call node , = 1,2, … , , the node with degree .

3: Node = 1 is born, assign to its initial radial coordinate 1 = 0 and 

random angular coordinate 1 ∈ [0,2 ]

4: for = 2 to t do
5: node i is born, assign to its initial radial coordinate =

2
ln .

6: Increase the radial coordinate of every existing node < according 

to ( ) = + (1 − )

7: Assign to node angular coordinate maximizing the likelihood 

= ∏ ( ) [1 − ( )]1− . 

8:

End of Algorithm

Hyperbolic embedding computation complexity of HyperMap algorithm is
O n3ð Þ. In recent years, Bläsius [27] proposed the Fast Embedding algorithm to
improve the hyperbolic embedding method and reduce the computational com-
plexity to O nð Þ. The pseudocode of the fast embedding Algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 4.8:
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Algorithm 4.8: Fast Embedding Algorithm

Input: Undirected connected Graph = ( , )
Output:  Hyperbolic coordinates ( , θ ) =1

̂ ( ̂ = | |)
Begin

32: Estimate global parameters n, R, α, T
33: Estimate radial coordinates 

34: for all nodes v ∈ V do
35: Place v in layer deg( ) ∈ [2 , 2 +1 − 1].

36: Embed all nodes in layers≥
log

2

37: i =
log

2
− 1…0

38: log times
39: v ∈ ⋃ ≥

40: Embed by optimizing its loglikelihood

41:

42:

43:
End of Algorithm

In the proposed scheme, the Fast Embedding algorithm is used to do hyperbolic
embedding for each level’s domain. Take the three-level domain as an example, the
specific process is as follows:

(1) Firstly, MIS uses the Fast Embedding algorithm to embed the network topology
of level-1 domain nodes into the hyperbolic space and obtain level-1 domain
nodes’ hyperbolic coordinate set R1;H1ð Þ. The hyperbolic coordinates are used
as the level-1 domain nodes’ hyperbolic identifiers. Because the topology of the
level-1 domain is stable, the hyperbolic coordinates of the domain nodes will
not change in a period of time.

(2) Secondly, MIS uses the Fast Embedding algorithm to embed each network
topology of level-2 domain nodes into the hyperbolic space, to obtain the
level-2 domain nodes’ hyperbolic coordinate set R2;H2ð Þ. In order to keep the
uniqueness of identifiers in the entire network and support cross domain
communication, complete hyperbolic identifier of level-2 domain node is
defined as “ R1;H1ð Þ : R2;H2ð Þ”, and the edge routers of each domain provide
cross domain identity transformation.

The Greedy Routing process between domains based on hyperbolic identifiers is
as follows:

(1) We assume that the hyperbolic coordinate of the source node is rs; hsð Þ, and the
hyperbolic coordinate of the destination node is rd; hdð Þ. The hyperbolic
coordinate of the destination node is encapsulated in the packet and the source
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node sends the packet to the destination node through the forwarding of
intermediate nodes.

(2) When an intermediate node receives the packet, it will compute the hyperbolic
distance of each neighbor node ri; hið Þ to the destination node rd ; hdð Þ
according to the hyperbolic distance formula xid ¼ arccosh cosh ri cosh rj

�
� sinh ri sinh rjcoshidÞ, hid ¼ p� p� hi � hdj jj j, then it chooses the nearest
neighbor node as the next hop to forward the packet.

(3) Through the process in 2), the packet finally reaches the destination node
rd; hdð Þ.

Algorithm 4.9 shows the Greedy Routing algorithm executed by each node in
the network with the above routing strategy.

Algorithm 4.9: Greedy Routing Algorithm

Input:
G: network topology, v: current node, d: destination node

Output:
: the nearest neighbor node 

Begin
1: GR(G, v, d) //

2: ← ℎ _ ( , , )
3: all ∈ neighbors(G, v)
4: [ ] ← ℎ _ ( , , )
5:

6: _ , _ ← (min ),min

7: _ <

8: ←
9:

10:

11:

End of Algorithm

In case of a short-term failure of some nodes, an alternative path can be found by
adding a backtracking mechanism to the simple greedy routing algorithm. In this
case, the hyperbolic coordinates of the nodes do not need to be changed.

4.9.2 Delay-Based Distributed Self-adaptive Routing
Algorithm in Satellite Networks

The delay-based distributed self-adaptive satellite routing algorithm is suitable for
satellite networks with inter-satellite links. The algorithm calculates the propagation
delay and queue delay of each candidate to the next hop to obtain the probability of
selecting the next hop. Then the packet is forwarded according to the probability. In
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addition, when the load of satellite network is low, the data transmission between
satellite network devices should be carried out through the satellite network first.
When the satellite network is overload or the link fails, the data will be sent to the
ground station and relayed by the terrestrial network.

The algorithm requires each satellite to establish the Access Information
Table and Status Information Table. In the Access Information Table, entry AITs

records the information of users and ground stations connected to the current
satellite, and the entry AITu, AITd, AITl, and AITr records the information of users
and ground stations connected to the satellite in the upper, lower, left and right
direction, respectively. In the Status Information Table, the entry SITu, SITd, SITl,
and SITr record the link status, size of packets in the buffer queue, load of buffer
queue and channel attenuation coefficient of the satellites in the upper, lower, left
and right direction, respectively.

The algorithm is designed with a notification mechanism. Each satellite node
regularly sends notification messages to its neighbors, including the current satellite
access information table AITs, packet size qi in the buffer queue, load Li of the
buffer queue, and channel attenuation coefficient e.

When the satellite node receives a packet, it needs to obtain the candidate node
of the next hop according to the destination’s address and location information in
the packet header. If the destination address is in AITs, the satellite node will direct
forward the packet to the user in the terrestrial network. If the destination address is
in AITu, AITd, AITl, or AITr, the satellite node will forward the packet to the
corresponding satellite. Otherwise, the candidate next hop is obtained according to
the destination’s location information and the SIT table.

Depending on the orbit and in-orbit position of the current satellite node and the
destination satellite node, the number of candidates for the next hop is usually one
or two. If there is only one candidate for the next hop, the probability that this node
to be the next hop is 100%. If there are two candidates for the next hop, we should
calculate the probability of which to be the next. Assuming based on current node,
it faces the choice of the next hop in the vertical direction and the horizontal
direction, and the paths after two hops completely coincide, which means the
probability of calculation only considers the delay of the next two hops. If the next
hop in the vertical direction is Nv and the next hop in the horizontal direction is Nh,
then the probability of the next hop is inversely proportional to the total delay of the
two paths from the current node to the second hop via Nv and Nh, respectively. The
total delay is the sum of propagation delay and queue delay, which is obtained as
follows:

Ttotal ¼ Tpropagation þ Tqueue ð4:23Þ

As a distributed algorithm, the probability calculation ignores the queue delay on
other satellite nodes. The probability Pv of choosing the next hop in the vertical
direction and the probability Ph of choosing the next hop in the horizontal direction
can be obtained by the following equation:
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Pv

Ph
¼ Tp intrað Þþ Tp interhð Þþ Tq hð Þ

Tp intrað Þþ Tp intervð Þþ Tq vð Þ ð4:24Þ

where Tp is the propagation delay and Tq is the queue delay. We use R, H, and c to
represent the radius of the earth, the orbital altitude, and the velocity of light,
respectively. N represents the number of satellites in an orbit, and M represents the
number of satellite orbits. The propagation delay between adjacent satellites in the
same orbit is calculated as follows:

Tp intrað Þ ¼ 2p � RþHð Þ
N � c ð4:25Þ

Assume the latitude of Nh is lath and the latitude of Nv is latv, then the propa-
gation delay between the current node to Nh, and Nv to the node of the second hop
is:

Tp interhð Þ ¼ 2p � RþHð Þ � cos lathð Þ
2 �M � c ð4:26Þ

Tp intervð Þ ¼ 2p � RþHð Þ � cos latvð Þ
2 �M � c ð4:27Þ

Assume the packet size of Nh ’s and

Tq hð Þ ¼ qh
C � eh ð4:28Þ

Tq vð Þ ¼ qv
C � ev ð4:29Þ

Finally, according to the ratio of Pv and Ph, the probability of the next hop in the
vertical direction and the horizontal direction can be calculated. Hence the node can
forward the packet according to the calculated probability.

The complete process of the delay-based distributed adaptive satellite routing
algorithm is as follows:

When the satellite node receives a packet, ① if it is an interest packet with a
content identifier, then the satellite node will check CS and return a copy if cache
hits. Otherwise, the satellite node will check PIT to verify if an entry for the same
content name already exists, if so, appends the incoming interface information to
the entry and discards the interest packet, if not, creates a new PIT entry, and then
follow the normal routing process. If it is a data packet with a content identifier, it
will be forwarded according to the interface information in PIT entry. If the name of
the data packet cannot be found in PIT, it will be discarded. ② If the received
packet with an identity identifier or a service identifier, it will be processed directly
according to the normal routing process. The specific routing process is shown in
Algorithm 4.10.
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Algorithm 4.10: Satellite Routing Algorithm

Input:
Packet input from an input port’s lower layer

Output:
Specific neighbor satellite or destination ground node

Begin
1: _ include in
2: forward packet to the destination through satellite to ground interface.

3: _ include in either of , , ,
4: forward packet to that direction’s satellite which advertise this user 

information.

5:

6: packet′ �lag = 1
7: any ground station include in _
8: forward packet to the ground station.

9: else if any ground station includes in either of , , ,

10: forward packet to that direction’s satellite.

11:

12: choose one node with the lowest load from the neighbors except 

packet’s incoming direction’s satellite and forward packet to it.

13:

14:

15: the number of next hops N = 1
16: the load of the next hop Li > ℎ ℎ ℎ then
17: set packet′ �lag ← 1;

18: go to 6.

19:

20: forward packet to the next hop.

21:

22:

23: let the load of the next hops be and 

24: Lmin >
25: set packet′ �lag ← 1;

26: go to 6.

27: Lmax > >
28: forward packet to the next hop with lower load.

29:

30: forward packet to the next hop with probability Pv and Ph .

31:

32:

End of Algorithm
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The integrated routing of ST-MIN can be divided into space-to-space routing,
space-to-terrestrial routing, terrestrial-to-space routing, terrestrial-to-terrestrial
routing. ① Space-to-space routing refers to the routing of packets transmitted
between communication devices both connect to the satellite network. ②
Space-to-terrestrial routing refers to the routing that satellite network device sends
packets to the terrestrial network device.③ Terrestrial-to-space routing refers to the
routing that the terrestrial network device sends data packet to the satellite network
device. ④ Terrestrial-to-terrestrial routing refers to the routing of packets trans-
mitted between terrestrial devices.

In space-to-space routing, the communication process is established as follows.
The sender searches the receiver’s GPS identifier according to the receiver’s identity
identifier in the MIS. The GPS identifier is used as the destination of the packet.
Then the packet is forwarded in the ST-MIN. when the condition of the satellite
network is good, the packet can arrive the receiver by transmission in the satellite
network, otherwise, it is sent to the terrestrial network to relay. Finally, the packet
will arrive the receiver. The routing process is shown as route ① in Fig. 4.33.
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Fig. 4.33 The routing process in ST-MIN [30]
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In space-to-terrestrial routing, the communication process is established as fol-
lows. The sender searches the receiver’s hyperbolic coordinate according to the
receiver’s identity identifier in MIS. The sender calculates locally the hyperbolic
distance from several nearby ground stations to the receiver, and chooses the
ground station with the shortest distance as the destination to send the packet. After
arriving the terrestrial network, each intermediate node selects the nearest neighbor
node to the destination as the next hop by calculating the hyperbolic distance
between the neighbor and the destination. After arriving at the lowest level
autonomous domain, the packet arrives at the receiver through the intradomain
routing. The routing process is shown as route ② in Fig. 4.33.

In terrestrial-to-space routing, the communication process is established as fol-
lows. The sender searches in MIS to obtain the receiver’s GPS identifier according
to the receiver’s identity identifier, and one or more hyperbolic coordinates of the
ground station which is responsible for the receiver’s area. Then through local
calculation, the ground station with the smallest distance is selected as the desti-
nation of data uploading. After arriving at the ground station by hyperbolic routing,
the packet is uploaded to the satellite network. Then the network routes the packet
through receiver’s GPS identifier, and finally sends packets to receiver. The routing
process is shown as route ③ in Fig. 4.33.

In terrestrial-to-terrestrial routing, the communication process is established as
follows. The sender searches the hyperbolic coordinate of the receiver in MIS
through the identity of the receiver. For cross domain communication, the packet
will be routed to the edge router of its domain, and then it will be routed to the edge
router of the receiver’s lowest level autonomous domain through hyperbolic rout-
ing. Finally, it will arrive at the receiver through intra-domain routing. For
intra-domain communication, the packet will be routed directly through the
intra-domain routing protocol. This process is shown as route ④ in Fig. 4.33.

4.10 Identifier Extension Technology

In order to meet the needs of various communication scenarios, there are multiple
identities coexisting equally in MIN. Further, in the view of new communication
modes and scenarios that will appear in the future, we propose a model to support
the evolution of MIN. The evolution of MIN architecture is the continuous
extension of routing identifier in network layer. Therefore, in order to guarantee
endogenous evolution ability of MIN, we designed an identifier extension mech-
anism that allows the gradual extension of MIN identifiers.

Firstly, we classify the identifiers of MIN and define the identifier space. Then,
we propose a network packet format to support network evolution, and the network
identifier generation, management and resolution mechanism. Based on the pro-
posed network packet format and identifier management system, a mechanism
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supporting identifiers fallback and the routing mechanism that supports handling
packet are designed to provide the endogenous support for network identifier
extension of MIN.

4.10.1 Basic Formats for Network Packet

MIT supports the transmission control in the push semantic and the pull semantic.
The network packet encoding method uses a specific TLV (Type-Length-Value)
format for encoding. TLV encoding divides a binary data block into three fields.
The Type field represents the type of the current data block. The Length field,
indicates the Length of the Value field. The Value field is used to store the data or to
nest one or more TLV blocks. The basic data structure in TLV encoding mode is
shown in Table 4.10.

The length of the Type field and Length field should comply with the regulation
of Table 4.11. The value of the first byte indicates the length of the field, and
reserve twelve values for the expansion of the Type field and the Length field in the
future. Given a Type field or a Length field, the first byte of the field will be read
first, this byte represents an 8-bit unsigned integer. If the first 8-bit unsigned
integer’s value is in the range [0,240], it means that this filed has only one byte. If
the first 8-bit unsigned integer’s value is 241, it means that this filed has three byte,
and the next two bytes represent a 16-bit unsigned integer which is used to store the
value of Type filed. If the first 8-bit unsigned integer’s value is 242, it means that
this filed has five bytes, and the next four bytes represent a 32-bit unsigned integer
which is used to store the value of the Type field or the Length field.

According to the regulation in Table 4.11, when we want to represent a Type
field with a value of 98, one byte is used to represent the Type value, and this byte
represents an 8-bit unsigned integer with a value of 98. When we want to represent
a Type field with a value of 890, three bytes are needed to represent the Type field.
The first byte of these three bytes is an 8-bit unsigned integer with a value of 241,
and the next two bytes are a 16-bit unsigned integer with a value of 890, as shown
in Fig. 4.34. And so on, the length of the Type field can be 5, 9, or longer. The
Length field is represented in the same way as the Type field.

Table 4.10 The packet
structure with TLV format

Type Length Value

Table 4.11 The length of
Type and Length field

Value Length/Byte Scope

0 * 240 1 0–240

241 3 241 * 216 − 1

242 5 216 * 232 − 1

243 9 232 * 264 − 1
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The packet structure in TLV encoding is shown in Fig. 4.35. Each field of
network packet is encapsulated in the Value field of the top-level TLV structure,
and different areas in each field are recursively encapsulated into the Value field of
the field’s TLV structure. The basic fields that must be included in the packet and
the assignment of corresponding Type values are given in the Table 4.12. The
identifier of packet including the source address and destination address are also
organized as a TLV structure, which uses the Type field to represent the type of

Fig. 4.34 The type and length encoding structure

Fig. 4.35 The packet structure after TLV encoding
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identifier. Considering different semantics of the same forms of identifiers, another
Type field is added at the beginning of Value field of the TLV structure to represent
the transmission semantics. Therefore, a data structure used to store an identifier in
a network packet can be represented as “{Type | Length | Semantic-Type | Value}”.
In addition, in order to distinguish the priority of the identifiers, rather than adding
additional fields, we use the location of the identifier in the data packet to indicate
the priority. The closer the location of the identity is to the network packet’s head,
the higher its priority will be.

The destination identifier area can store multiple destination identifiers for
identifier fallback, but only one of them represents the intent of the sender, which is
referred to the original identifier. The more identifiers stored in a destination
identifier area, the higher the transmission overhead will be. Considering the above
trade-off, up to six different destination identifiers can be stored in a data packet,
which can be adjusted in the future when computing ability is improved. The size of
the identifier can be defined by the user. In general, the destination identifier area
size should not exceed 7.5% of the maximum network packet size. In the first
implementation version of the proposed method, the maximum length of network
packet is defined to 8000 bytes, in which the identifier area’s size can be up to 600
bytes. The average identifier length can support a maximum of 100 bytes, which is
far beyond the IPv6 address length to meet the current network communication
requirements. In the future, the length of an identifier can be configured for longer
as the network packet length grows.

Finally, for describing the identity fallback mechanism later, we present five
typical identifiers with their names, Type values, semantics and specific examples
as shown in Table 4.13.

4.10.2 Identifiers Binding in MIS

The function of the MIS is to provide a unified identifier registration, query,
management and resolution service for devices in the network. Each user in the

Table 4.12 The basic fields of a packet

Type
value

Field name Function

10 Destination
identifier field

Store all destination identifier

11 Signature field Store a source identifier and the digital signature of packet

12 Read only field Store payload data

13 Variable field Store the information which can be modify by intermediate
routers, such as TTL, congestion mark, forwarding hints and so
on
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network is bound to a unique identity identifier in the network, and the identity
identifier of a user will also be bound to other identifiers, including content, service,
geographic information, IP address. At the same time, considering the mobility, the
user also needs to be bound to the identifier of the access router.

The users can request a human readable string as its name of identifier set,
similar to a domain name address. For example, a user can request a name of
“Alice” so that others can find her communication ID. In this case, the acquisition
of a communication identifier is equivalent to a DNS resolution, and the specific
identifier resolution process is described in the section about MIS.

4.10.3 Identifier Extension Mechanism

Identifier extension is achieved by carrying an alternate destination identity in the
network packet. The identity identifier (or other basic identifiers) of the destination
must be carried in each packet to ensure that all routers in the network support
packet forwarding. With the support of router processing mechanism, the basic
process that a user sends a packet with a new network identifier contains the steps
shown as follows.

(1) The user queries all identifiers of the communication entity in the MIS with the
new destination identifier X or the user name.

(2) The user encapsulates the new identifier X, X’s corresponding identity iden-
tifier, and corresponding identifier which has the same transmission semantic
with X into the destination identifier field of the packet. All the identifiers are
sorted according to the addressing priority desired by the user;

Table 4.13 Five typical identifiers

Type
value of
identifier

Identifier Type
value of
semantic

Semantic descriptions Examples

0 Identity 0 Point-to-point push
communication semantics

e98a32e6175bbd375

1 Content 1 Point-to-point push
communication semantics,
intermediate router cache

/min/pkusz/002.txt

2 Service 2 Pull communication
semantics, request packets
can carry data, no router
cache

/min/pkusz/OA

3 Geographic
information

0 Point-to-point push
communication semantics

(113.97, 22.59)

4 IP address 0 Point-to-point push
communication semantics

127.0.0.1
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(3) When an intermediate router receives the packet and reads the identifier type
from the Type field in the destination identifier area. Then according to the
priority of the various identifiers in the destination identifier area, the identifier
with the highest priority and supported by the current router is selected for
subsequent forwarding. When the router selects an old identifier (i.e., not the
identifier X) for forwarding and the forwarding is successful, the process is
called identifier fallback;

(4) If the router selects the identifier with high priority for forwarding, but the
forwarding is unsuccessful, the router will continue to select the identifier with
lower priority for forwarding. When all the identifiers in the destination iden-
tifier area have been tried but none of them can be used to forward the packet
successfully, the packet will be discarded.

(5) When the packet arrives at the destination, if there is a principal wait for the
packet with the new identifier X, the X will be used by the destination host to
forward the packet. Finally, the new identifier X is used for local forwarding to
the corresponding process or receiver. This process can be referred to as the
recovery of the new identifier X.

Before the network packet is sent out, it is the suitable time to select alternate
identifiers. If all the identifiers with the same semantic are loaded into the desti-
nation identifier, there may be the problem that the number of identifiers exceeds
the upper limit, and some identifiers will not be used in the whole network com-
munication process causing unnecessary communication overhead. Identifier space
detection mechanism is introduced to solve this problem. Similar to the ICMP
protocol in an IP network, according to the detection mechanism the user sends a
probe packet, which carries only an identity identifier as the alternate identifier. The
intermediate router records the identifier type that it supports and has the same
semantic as the new identifier X in the variable data area of the probe packet. The
destination host records the source address, which can be acquired in the signature
information of the packet, and its corresponding sequences of identifier space, then
returns the reply packet. The reply packet returns the identifier space information
recorded in the probe packet to the sender. According to the identifier type recorded
in the variable data area of the reply packet, the user selects the appropriate alternate
identifiers and loads them in the destination identifier area.

Identifier extension achieved by identifier fallback mechanism is based on one or
several fundamental identifiers existing in MIN. As long as an identifier follows
simple point-to-point push semantic, the identifier can be used as a fundamental
identifier, and can be used as the anchor for the fallback process of other identifiers.
Therefore, the proposed method allows that there can be a variety of basic iden-
tifiers in MIN as the anchor of fallback. For example, we can use the identity
identifier, geographic information identifier, and hyperbolic identifier as funda-
mental identifiers. With the development of the network, when all routers do not
support some obsolete fundamental identifiers, these obsolete fundamental identi-
fiers can also be replaced gradually to support network evolution.
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4.10.4 Procedure of the Packet Processing

When the router receives a packet, it firstly decreases the TTL value in the packet
by one. Then If the TTL value is less than 0, the packet is dropped. If the TTL value
is greater than 0, the next operation is performed. Next, determining whether the
network packet is an identifier space probe packet, if so, a specific area in the packet
is set to record the identifier type number which is supported by the current router
and has the same identity semantic as the packet’s first identifier. When the router
processes a packet with multiple destination identifiers, the intention of the sender,
identifier priority and its own ability to support the identifier should be considered.
The procedure of the packet processing is shown as follows:

(1) Step 1: The router reads each identifier in the destination identifier area from
front to back;

(2) Step 2: For each identifier, the router judges whether the current router supports
the addressing, forwarding and processing of the identifier;

(3) Step 3: If the router supports this identifier, it will try to use this identifier to
transmit the packet. If the forwarding process of the packet is successful, the
procedure of the packet processing will end; otherwise, return to Step 1;

(4) Step 4: If the router does not support the identity, return to Step 1;
(5) Step 5: After all identifiers have been traversed, if the packet still cannot be

forwarded, it will be discarded.

Algorithm 4.11: Packet Processing Algorithm

Input:
The packet from an incoming face

Output:
The specific neighbor router or drops the packet

Global: Support Id Type Set 

Begin
1: var i = 0

2: i < packet. getIDNum
3: var id = packet.getID( i )

4: id′s type in SupportIdTypeSet
5: process packet with id

6: forward success
7: end this process

8:

9:

10: i++

11: Done
12: Drop this packet

End of Algorithm
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